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Miss Whaley Writes That She
Loved Grandmother. Sister and
Home. bu;tPreacher Best.
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representatives among others, Ben
jamin Wilbur, Arthur w. Dennis,
Robert L. Spencer, James A. Rogers
and Elmer A. Beaman. Mr. Beaman
was taken ill shortly before reaching
this city and was confined to his
berth. Mt. Sinai temple of Mountpe
Iter, Vt., the third temple to be or
ganized In the United States, have as
lepresentatlves
Frank Putnam, Di.
A. M. Chase, Stoddard Allen, J.
E
Thompson, A. G. Manson and Ed
repre
ward Shaw. Other temples
sented by delegates are the Kore of
of
Lewlston, Me.j the Pyramid
Bridgeport, conn., Murat or Indian
D.
Washington,
C.
apolis, Alma of
Ijullcs 111 Iiurge Numbers.
A large number of ladies accompanied the representatives and delegates. All were in excellent spirits
and at once were most favorably impressed with this city upon viewing
the Alvarado hotel and the surrounding features. Throngs of people entered the Curio store and were loud
In exclamations
at
of wonderment
the extensive display of Indian products.
Not Gin, But "Oxygen."
Old friends renewed acquaintances
at unexpected meetings at the station
and new friends were made as fast as
they coufd be introduced and shaken
by the hand. "Allow me to present
you to Mr. Gin.' 'said one Shriner to
another upon Introducing a third
brother.
"Giad to know you, Mr. Gin! Your
first name Is Tom, I presume."
"Ha, ha, no!
You're off there!
It s Oxygen."
A prosperous noble from Connecticut, upon being asked how the southwest Impressed him, said: "It is a
country ol surprises. We old clams
from back east get queer notions of
the wast. It Is hard for us to realize
the rap'i growth of western cities and
we are ai t to picture such cities as
the story writers describe a homesteader shanty town of a mining
camp. I certainly never expected to
see Albuquerque such an
progressive city. Before I came I had
half a notion it was a town of mud
huts, and you can Imagine how astonished I was upon beholding your
magnificent hotel here, your substand
tial business blocks and
streets.
by
Climate.
Fascinated
"As to the climate of your section
1
of the country,
cannot say enough
In its praise, although I am told that
the last few days have been exceptionally bad days as days run down
here. And I like you western people,
with your frank, cordial manners. I
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land, were astonished today when
they learned that their pastor, the
Rev. John Knode Cooke, had depart
ed, and that Miss Floretta Whaley
a member of his flock, also had left
her home and had written letters say.
Ing she would not return.
The discovery has created a sensa
tlon In church circles of sedate Hemp
stead.
Rev. Cooke had been married for
five years to a daughter of Rlenzla
Clare, of Hartford,
airs
Conn.
Cooke left Hempstead some time ago
and Is now at her father s home.
Miss Whaley Is an orphan, IT years
his
old, whose 'father Just before
death gave her into the special charge
of Kev. Cooke.
That the minister should betray this
deathbed bestowed trust subjects him
to the severest kind of censure.
Two letters have been received
One written to
from Miss Whaley.
her grandmother, with whom the girl
lived, states she loved her grand
mother and sister at her home, but
she loved Cooke better, and that when
the letter reached Hempstead they
would be out of the country.
Miss Whaley left Hempstead Mon
day and the letter was postmarked In
New Jersey.
Cooke went to New
York Tuesday and did not return.
When the sexton of St. George's
church entered the robing room yes
terday he found the safe open and all
the pastor s personal effects gone.
A formal statement Issued today by
Bishop Burgess, of the diocese of
Long Island, says the vacancy will be
filled at once. The bishop said he
believed Cooke to be of unsound
mind. i He- was in .a trolley wreck
three years ago and had been a nerv
ous wreck ever since.
report circulated at
According to
Hempstead, the minister's infatuation
for Miss Whaley was the direct cause
of Mrs. Cooke's leaving him.
Miss Whaley has a fortune said to
amount to $123,000, which came to
her at her father's death.
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Smith's SUter, Who
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CEO. ALEXANDER COOPER.
DVCUESS OF

YORK

LONELY

BAGGAGE

CAR

Who Died Suddenly In Japan After Pulling
Brought by Steamer to San Francisco- - Sad

Enormous Fortune Which May Cause Endless Litigation.
Gossip of Society Says That Mrs. Smith
May Give Birth to Heir.

May Become the Rlchewt Woman In

MRS. JAMES HENRY SMITH.

the World.
MANCHESTER.

Honeymoon-Le- ft

The body of "Silent" Smith f James
Henry Smith)
who
died in Japan on his honeymoon two
montns ago, passed through this city
last evening on Santa Fe passenger
train No. 8. The body, In a sealed
metallic casket, is being taken from
San Francisco to New York City for
burial, it reached San Francisco by
Bteamer from Japan last Sunday and
the funeral will be held in New Tork
next Sunday if present plans do not
miscarry.
The remains of the peculiar Smith
were accompanied by the widow-brid- e,
formerly Mrs. William Rhine- lander Stewart, of New York, the
Duke and the Duchess of Manchester. England, relatives, and the father
of the Duchess, Eugene Zimmerman,
president of the. Detroit, Toledo &
linn ton railroad-They traveled in an elaborate pri
vate car, known as D. T. and I. car
No. 61, which was equipped in the
most up to date fashion. In addition
to the mourning relatives there were
a dozen secretaries, porters, maids
and personal servants of the wealthy
party. Mr. Zimmerman was in charge
of the remains.
Ifcxly- lit Lonely Baggage Car.
The body of "Silent" Smith was not
in the private coach. It occupied a
lonely section of the first baggage
car. An officious looking personage
guarded the casket which was encased in a heavy outer box of metal
and wood. The casket In which the
deceased
llesi is a
costly affair of rare workmanship,
handsomely decorated
with silver
trimmings.
There were no floral decorations on
the casket last' evening.
When the train reached this city
those accompanying the remains had
retired for the night and could not
be seen.
It was said by one of the numerous
attaches of the party that Mrs. Smith
had made' elaborate preparations for
the funeral services In New York by
cable before leaving Japan with her
husband's body.
I'imhi Door of Private Car.
Cree
A small piece of crepe upon the
door of the car In which the wldow-brld- e
traveled, gave an air of sadness to the surroundings.
The strange story of Silent Smith
Is well known.
For four months his
name has appeared almost dally in
every paper in this country and in
England. About four months ago society circles on both continents were
set agog over his unexpected marriage with Mrs. Stewart.
In
Then followed a honeymoon
Japan of all places for honeymoons.
Mrs.
Then there were rumors.
Smith, the divorced wife of William
e,

the Husband

8 Body.

Number 8 Last Night.

FORMER CHICAGO CHIEF STATUE
OF POLICE BEFORE
GRAND

TO

GENERAL

M CLELLAN

IS

JURY

Members of Departnent Are President and High Civil off!
Charged with Collecting
cersTake Part In AttendElection Funds.
ing Ceremonies.
"
CONDUCT VIOLATION OF
WASHINGTON SWARMS
CIVIL SERVICE RULES
WITH OLD SOLDIERS

Chicago. May 2. The grand Jury
today commenced an Investigation of
the charges made - aff. inat former
Chief of Police John 11. Collins, In
connection with the recent municipal
election.
tiubpoenaes were Issued for thirty-si- x
members of the police force, including six inspectors and captains.
The charges made against Collins,
in which other high otllcials of the
department are also said to be Involved, are that he directed the collection of funds for the election campaign of former Mayor Dunne, which
is contrary to the rules of the service, and that he also directed the mutilation of records of the department
by ordering torn from order books
pages on which were written his instructions to collect money for the
Dunne campaign.

Washington,
2.
May
President
Roosevelt, the cabinet officers, army
and navy officers and other men
prominent In civil life, partlci Dated
this afternoon In the ceremonies at
tending the unveiling of the statute
to Gen. George It. McCIellan. which
has been erected In this city by the
Soolety of the Army of the Potomac.
Hundreds of old soldiers attended
the unveiling.
Addresses were made by the. presi
dent, MaJ. Gen. Sickle, Maj. Gen. O
O. Howard and MaJ. Gen. Greenville
M. Dodge.

SiihiKfU'll Line (MM'iitxl March 1.
Savannah, Ga.. May 2. Charles Vo
, the newly elected vice president
of the Krlnson railroad, formally assumed the duties of the position last
Monday.
Ho is already thoroughly
familiar with the new position. The
line was opened to Springfield on the
1st of the month.
Mr. Hrlnson expects to make quite a nice little town
Springfield.
of
It Is one of the pret
tiest towns in tne Mate naturally, and
It is his Intention to make it a popular resort In which to live. The town
is beautifully shaded, the moss-dra- p
ed oaks having long been the admiration of visitors who have had the
good fortune to travel that way.
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St. Petersburg, May 2 Troops
4
4 had to be called In to suppress 4
4 a revolt of political prisoners In 4
4 the Jail of the Vlborg quarter 4
4 this morning. Soldiers fired one 4
man and 4
4 volley, killing one
wounding several.
4

LONDON

SHOCKED BY

SHRINER TRAIN

ARREST OF INDIA

-

multi-milliona-

IN ABRHAM

WRECK AT MAXWELL

FOR

CITY

RUEF
CHANGE

ASKS
OF

VENUE

Sir George Goes to Jail For Several Persons are Reported Declares That He Has Been
Taking Savings of WidInjured-Deta- ils
Subjected to Newspaper
are
ows and Children.
Ridicule In His Petition.
Lacking.

"SILENT" SMITH.
Hhinelander Stewart had already figured in society gossip and she was
again in the limelight.
While the gossip. was at. its height,
came the news of the sudden death In
Japan of Smith, from a cancer resulting from the pulling of a tooth.
Then society talked some more.
This time it was about who would
fall heir to the mammoth fortune left
by Silent Smith.
It Is estimated at
J70,000,000 by some; at twica
.. ,
,, that
by others.
Women and; a Possible Stork.
Three beautiful woman and a hovering stork, figure in this last sensation. If Mrs. Smith should give birth
to a child, complications would arise.
Nobody knows how much Smith
was worth. Although the details of
the will are unknown, It Is rumored,
that the favorite beneficiary will be
Lady George Alexander Cooper, of
England, Smith's sister. A second
heir is expected in the person of the
duchess of Manchester, formerly Miss
Helene Zimmerman, of Cincinnati,
while of course the widow, Mrs.
Smith, is to receive a large share.
It is in connection with Mrs. Smith
that most of the conjectures are
based. It is said that on her way
home from Japan she has kept in the
closest retirement, coming on deck
only late in the night, and It is hinted that the arrival of a direct heir
would further complicate the inheritance, and possibly result in a total
sitting aside of the will.
Nobility Gathering for Funeral.
The widow is hastening home with
the body of her husband for the funeral in New York ou May 6. With
her are the duke and duchess of
Manchester, who were members of the
wedding purty on Smith's yacht. Lady
Cooper is sailing from London with
her tilled husband to meet the funeral
party In New York. The disposition of
the estate is not to be made known
until after the funeral.
Lady Cooper, said to be, favored
in
the will, 1 already one of the
richest women Ju the world, having
received $50,000.00i) from the late
George Smith, of Chicago, at the'
same time that her brother received
$60,000,000.
They have two sisters,
Mrs. Victor Rossbach and Mrs, J. N.
Mills, at Evanston, III., and a brother, George A. Smith, at Philadelphia.
The mother still lives at Evanston.
Will May Iks Contested ill Courts.
If there Is inequality in the division of the estate, a contest Is expected.
"Silent" Smith's widow is
already wealthy, and is said to have
ad a large amount settled upon her
after the murrtage. Should an heir
be bom it would immediately block
all contest of the will.
That the duchess of Manchester will
get a part of the estate is the belief
of her aunt. Miss Evans, in London,
who confidently predicts that the American duchess will receive a substantial share.
.

ee
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Madras, May 2. Sir George
head of the firm of Arbuth-no- t
& Co., of this city, whose London
house of P. MacFadyen & Co. failed
for a large amount In October last and
caused the head of the firm to commit suicide, has been arrested here In
connection with the failure of MacFadyen & Co.
Sir George Arbuthnot has been a
familiar figure In the financial world
and club life of London and hla ar
rest at Madras caused no mild sensation.
Arbuthnot's bank was regarded In
India as being as safe as the Bank of
England, and many ollicers, widows
and children depositors lost their
whole resources in the bank and were
ruined when It stopped payment.
No details of the charges against
Arbuthnot are as yet known here.
HOXII YM
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DR. M'COY SHOOTS

4

4
4
4
4

4
4

4 4 4 4 4 4
'4
S '4 4 4
2.
May
Dr. 4
Ironton. Ohio,
Warner McCoy, a prominent

physician at South Point, this
state, was shot and killed at
midnight laat night by Captain 4
John Davis, of the Portsmouth
ferryboat.
4
Djvis asst-rtthat he was 4
defending the sancity
of his
home by shooting McCoy. AfUr 4
ithuuting McCoy Davis tied to
Kentucky.
4
s
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short distance east of this
Francisco.
place, yesterday
at
afternoon
4 4.20 o'clock. Two tourist cars
He claimed that his trial before
large
over
a
and
number
turned
Judge Dunne had been In progress
of passengers are reported In- since March IS; that 325 veniremen
Jured, but list cannot be obtain- had been summoned; that approxied. A special running light and
n
mately
Jurors had been exbearing wrecking crew and phy- amined,
and yet no Jury obtained;
4 siclans left this place and reach- that since October of last year he had
4 ed the wreck late last night.
been constantly subject to attack by
The Injured are being taken
editorials and cartoons, and that
4 to the Santa Fe hospital at Las
through these and other attacks made
4 Vegas.
on him, there was widespread bias
Delayed trains were held here
4
at Dillon, but began moving this 4 and perjudice against him.
The Judge took the matter under
4 morning at 7 o'clock, when the
consideration.
track was reported clear again.
persons
Injured
The number of
4
4 and their names are not made
PRESIDENT MADE
public by the railroad officials.
HONORARY MEMItEK.
4 4
4 4 4
May
2.
Washington,
President
Roosevelt was made an honorary
According to a meager report re- member of the Society of the Army
ceived here today, a wreck occurred of the Potomac Pt its thirty-sevent- h
near Maxwell City, N. M., some time annual reunion in this city today.
was elected
Gen. N. M.
last night or this morning, In which president of thr,Curtis
society, to succeed
several persons were injured.
The Gen. Henry C. Dwlght.
train was loaded with Shrlners en The other officers were
were adopted, the
route to Los Angeles over the Santa Several resolutions
one being in favor of every
Fe railway. A report received her.? principal
at noon said that the Injured would effort to supercede war by peaceful
be brought to Albuquerque, and an arbitration. ambulance went to the station to con.
vey the injured to the Santa Fe hos- GET OCT THE HAND
HERE COMES CLANCY
pital.
waited an
The ambulance
hour, at the end of which a report
was received saying the Injured would
Special to The Evening Citizen.
be cared for at Las Vegas.
Washington. D. C. May 2.
4
Telegrams are expected here to- CAITAIV MACK LIN
4 night stating that Raynolds is
IS ACQITTTED 4 governor under the law. The 4
8.
May
San Antonio, Texas.
The 4 Clancy party has left for Albu- - 4
court martial found Captain Macklln 4' querque.
not guilty today.
4

IHS CONE

CAPTAIN JOHN DAVIS

f

Sau Francisco, May 2. Abraham
4 4 4 4 4 4
4
4
4
4 Special to The Kventng Citizen.
Ruef, at the resumption of his trial
4
ltaton. N. M., May 2. The
4 second section of train No. 1, a if today, applied to Judge Dunne for a
change of venue to some other counspecial carrying Shrlners bound
for Los Angeles, went into the
ty, alleging that for various reasons
ditch at Maxwell City, N. M., 4 he could not be fairly tried in San
a

TO PHILADLLPJILA.
Inspector Bonham, of Las Crucea,
has finished his busine-iat the gen- eral land office and has gone to:
Philadelphia.

,
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SEALED CASKET IN

End of Strange

night last night In
Albuquerque and it was Shrlners' flay
today. The wearers of the fez were
everywhere In evidence.
The city received its guests with
open armed hopltallty and the local
proud.
dM
themselves
Shrlners
Everything possible was done to
make the visitors feel at home.
even showed Its
The weather
anxiety to help out by being on Its
good behavior for the first time In
several days.
All the wheels that make the metropolis of the southwest go were
shown In detail to the wearers of the
fez from afar and it was not the fault
of Albuquerque if all did not have a
good time. But they did. They said
go and they meant It.
The reception committee of the local temple did itself proud in entertaining the guests. The following is
the membership of the committee:Paul
John Borradalle, chairman;
Teutsch, Harry Bullard, Geo. Craig,
G. W. Harrison, F. F, Trotter, J. F.
Luthy, E. B. McGafCey, E. S. Stover,
t,
P Hanley, W. D. Clayton, Arthur Ever-itE. B. Harsch, B. O. Jaffa, F. H.
SteN.
Rosenwald,
E.
Moore. 8. U.
vens. C. E. Lowber, E. B. Crlsty, W.
P. Fox. William Hopping, Walter Jaffa, T. Y. Maynard, J. A. Patterson,
C. O. Young. E. B. Booth, C. O.
Oushman. J. B. Fish, David Stewart,
F. H. Kent, Ben Myer and M, H.
Sabln.
4 GERMAN KIT" AM ER
Committee Met Trains.
4
4
(,1!()IMK1) OI F DEAL
The committee met every train and
2.
May
A
Deal,
large
Eng.,
4
unique
presented all visitors with
4 German steamer Is ashore on
badges expressive of welcome. The
Goodwin sands. Its name could 4
demand for these was so great that
Tugs and 4
4 not be ascertained.
the supply was soon exhausted.
lifeboats have gone to Its assist- - 4
4
be
to
expected
course,
held
I
"Of
4 ance.
4
up when I came west," remarked a
A gale is blowing. The vessel 4
4
jocose Shriner from Georgia, "but I
is
rolling
is
if
4
and
it
doubtful
never expected It would be such a
to get
4 lifeboats will be able
pleasant proceeding as this. I'm glad
along side of it.
4
we were held up in Albuquerque You
ship
WUhelm 4
4
The German
have a splendid city here."
on
went
Mystic
ashore
4
Goodwin
also
long
Two
train loads of
4 Sands today, but subsequently
Shrlners, en route to Los Angeles,
4
4 relloated.
where a national convention of Shrln4
The grounded steamer was set 4
ers is to be held, passed through Al4 afloat again at 3 o'clock this af- - 4
buquerque last night, and one at 4:o
4
4 ternoon.
this morning. The delegates on the
(Continued on Pago Five.)
first two trains had the privilege of
remaining in the city several hours
and they were well entertained by the
reception committee of the local
RANGERS START AFTER
temple, the Ballut Abyad.
RESENT
The visitors who so wished were
club
conducted to the Commercial
last evening where an informal dance
w as in progress anad general hospital,
ARIZONA OUTINSULT TO BRITity liberally dispensed and about the
city visiting the cafes and other
points of interest.
Were Southern Shrlners.
LAWS
ISH FLAG
The first train, a special, arrived at
S:45. This contained a southern delegation and the temples represented
were the Alee temple of Savannah,
the Yaarab of Atlanta and the Oasis,
Will be Officer of Honduran Revoluwith headquarters at Charlotte, N. C. Colorado Rendezvous
The train was in charge of Agent Coltionary Forces Is the
Taken by Force Depredation
lins of the Santa Fe. Among the
delegates of the Yaarab temple are
Grave Offender.
FofSst Adaire, potentate, tne only poMust Cease.
tentate member of the national
council, W. J. Davis, P. J. Wesley, John Aldrege, C. M. Roberts, J.
Loudon, May 2. The foreign office
L. Mynatt, John Carter, W. J. Marhas not received any official advice
shall. P. J. Smith, Jake Barron, A. H. 4' Special to The Evening Citizen.
the action of Colonel Sau-elRheinhart and James A. Gary, chief 4 Tucson, Ariz., May 2. Lieut, f regarding
justice of the supreme court of South
"Billy" Olds,
of the Arizona 4 ary of the Hondurean revolutionforces, in cutting down a British
rangers, is in the city preparing
Carolina, are among those representflag at Salado, Honduras, which had
to go to the northern part of the
ing the Oasis temple. E. C. Cutts is
been hoisted by a man named Wm.
territory, where he will command
the potentate of the Alee temple.
Then ('nine Yankees.
the movements of a bunch of 4 Collins for his protection, and which
rangers in a war against a band 4 caused Commander Fullam, of the
In a
The second train brought
throng of Shrlners from New Engof horse thieves that have kept 4 United States gunboat Marietta to Inland. The long Journey was made
the stockmen of that part in con- - 4 form Colonel Sauela that the Ameriwithout mishap though a severe snow
slant terror for several years 4 can marines would not stand by and
past.
storm was encountered at Cripple
let Insults to the British flag go unSpringtemple
Melhal
of
Creek. The
The first work of the rangers 4 challenged.
field, Mass., is represented by its powill be in that part of Arizona
Foreign Secretary Grey, however,
tentate, D. B. Wood, Col. Young, T.
lying west of the Colorado river,
has Instituted inquiries, apparently
Remington;
the Cairo of Rutland.
which is one of the wildest parts
R.
being confident that the affair will not
of the United States. This little
Vt by Dr. Thomson; the Baktash, of
result in any very unusual happenConcord, N. II., by Frank M. Qulmby,
neck of rough country has served
ings.
as a safe rendezvous for cattle
John E. Prescott and W. F. Ray, past
potentate.
and horse thieves for years. It is
C Y T T
T T
S
H. S. Van Voost, H. Lewis Water-buralmost Impossible to reach it
Biggest Cuttle, Deul In Itouliler. '4
Wm. Sigelman Cassius Campfrom the west on account of
May
2.
Wolf,
Boulder,
4
W.
W.
4
bell and W. S. Hathaway represent
Death Valley and owing to the 4
difficulty In getting across the 4 4 of Boulder, has Just completed 4
the Oriental Temple of Troy, N. Y.
the biggest cattle deal ever made 4
canyon of the Colorado, the out- - 4
Among those from the Sphinx temple
here. He purchased 409 heal of 4
laws have practically run things 4
of Hartford. Conn., are Dr. Joseph
fat steers at $27,000.
4
L. Root, potentate; Edward Mahl and
as they please.
4
v
Following the same tactics In 4
Thomas W. Morgan. The Palestine
temple of Providence, R. H., had as
most every theft, the thieves 4
cross the river, secure their
hooted bouty, and drive them
back across the canyon. For a 4 ELEVEN DEAD ARE
small number of officers to fol- low the thieves into their own
j:KKY VOTER SIIOI I.lt
country has always been consid- UK AT POI.I.s MAY ITIL 4
TAKEN E
ered futile and owing to the 4
country preyed upon by the out- Don't forget the new City
laws being very sparcely settled, 4
Hall we ncsl ho Iwully. lie at
t he
the getting together of a number 4
kIU blight anil early on
May 4, and vote for the bond Is- of men large enough to follow
Uh.u ii Mon, W. Va May 2.
4
the thieves has been Impossible.
4
The bodies of eleven dead mill- - 4
"lie.
government
was
The territorial
Iteincinlx'r it I not going to
4 era have been recovered from 4
finally appealed to by the ranch 4 4 the Whipple Mine, where an ex- - 4
liH'rrax your taxes but it Is go- owners, and the work about to 4 4 plosion of gas occurred late yes- log to help Albuquerque and you
be commenced by the territorial 4 4 terday, and this U thought to
rangers is a result of this appeal. 4
Turn out Muy 4 and help make
be the full extent of fatalities.
A number of the outlaws are 4 4
Mbuquerque a good iiluiv to lite
The number injured are five. 4
In.
the most iieperate kind of char- - 4 4 the last injured man being taken 4
Salurthiy, May 4. I tint date.
acter and it is almost certain 4
out today.
4
4 Don't forget It and
tell
uur
that blood will be spilled before 4 4 The mine, however, U only 4
neighbor.
they are driven out of the terri- - 4 4 slightly damaged. The cauw of 4
4
tory.
the explosion is still unknown.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 f
4
4
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Three Caravans Arrived Last Night and More Come Today New York, May 2 The members
of the fashionable St. George Episco
Bound for Los Angeles to Attend
pal church at Hempstead, Long Is
Annual Conclave.

NEW

TO

Accompanied by Widow - Bride. Duke
and Duchess of Manchester and
Whole Corps of Secretaries and
Servants in Private Coach.

COOKE

TO LEAVE

ON

ALBUQUERQUE

Sedate Hempstead Set Agog
and Church Pulpit
Declared Vacant.

City Receives Visitors With Wide Open

WEARING FEZ, YANKEES

BODY OE SILENT SMITH

YEAR

MR

INVADERS

WELCOME

Hospitality-Who-

ELOPES

PASTOR

n

STB

litln,
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la Adviuice, 5 per year.
Delivered Iijt Carrier), 60 cent per month.
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UNVEIL STATl'E OF GEN.
GEOltGE U. M l LELLAN.
Washington, D. C. May 2. Today
the statue of General George it. McCIellan, "Little wac." as he was called by his soldiers, is being dedicated
In the presence of a large throng.
The unveiling of the statue was done
by Mayor McCIellan, of New York,
and was under the management of
the executive committee of the society of the Al my of the Potomac.
OFFICIAL
HAS RESIGNED.
Panama, May 2. Henry Livernett.
manager of the commissary depart- inetit, has resigned, and John Burke.
assistant chief of the department of
material and supplies, has been ap- -i
pointed to succeed him.

PANAMA

EVERY VtKIKU MIOCLD
HE AT POLLS MAY ITII.
forget the new City
loift
Hull we itivtl o Iwully. He ut
miIU
Hie
liriuht uml early on
May I, uiul vote for ilio bond li- sue.
4
Remember it Is not going to
Increase your (axe hut K it go- lug to help Albuquerque and joti
.

4

Turn out May 4 and help make 4
Albuquerque a good Utoe to lite
in.
Saturday, May 4. N the date.
Don't forget it auil tell
our
neighbor.
4
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DISCOVER

PERSONAL

VANT1TD.

At once, girl inTofflce.
must writ pood plain hand. The

',

Imperial laundry
stylish
WANTED Ladies wanting
millinery nd dressmaking:, call on
Second
512
North
Miss Crane.
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
'Phone P44.
tices wanted.
secondGentleman'!
WANTED
hand clothing. No. 616 South Ftrrt
street, south of viaduct. Send address and wlU call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Position as job composl-to- r
In good office.
First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
L. State salary when writing.
FOR KENT.
for light
FOR RENT Two room
housekeeping. 214 South Walter.
FOK KENT Two rooms for light- -hnusekeepln g. 517 South Broadw

ay.

FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished, Including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 51$
E. P. GolWest Railroad avenue.
den.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms open
Price, $1 per
Ing on the outside.
up.
Minneapolis House,
week and
A. T. Devore,
S24 South Second.
Proprietor.
1 OR SALE- FOR SALE My black horse, (rood
and gentle, for buggy or carriage
use, 1125. Alfred Grunsfeld.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typeAddress
writer, good as new.
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
FOR SALE Five lots by the railroad
track and two on south Broadway
by the hospital.
Rafael Sedillo,
731 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Fine Chlckerlng Bros.'
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
Futrejle's furniture store,
over
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
FOR SALE Underwood . typewriter,
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
W. E. Milliken. Library building.
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
doughnuts,
baked
pies, cakes,
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all homeAlso staple groceries, dry
made.
goods and notions. 606 South Arno.

'Phone

710.

NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
By Authority of the City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held in the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between the hours of
9 o clock a. m. and 6 o clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
fifecond
Ward Office of Chaa.
Chadwlck tt Co., on Oold avenue.
Third Ward Office of E. H. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
R. Craig, justice of the p.ace. South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand (130,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build
t city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
FRANK McKEE,
Mayor.
Attest:
HARRT F. LEE.
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)
April 3, 1907.
publication
First

'

NOTICE FOR PmLICATION.
Department of the Interior. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M , March 26.

107.

Notice is hereby given that George
Klrochlma, of La gun a, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
proof in support of hU
final five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
84S. made September 12, 1902, for
V4
NW hi SW hi NW hi and
the N
NW hi 6W hi. section 18, township
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
l,
will be made before Silvestre
-

ar

Mlra-Rafae-

N. M., on May 6, 1807."

He names the following witnesses
continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
Juan Palle. Jose M. Caco, all of La'

to prove his
cuna,

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26.
1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Laguna, N. M., has filed notice of his Intention to make final five-yeproof In support of his claim,
vis.:
Homestead entry No. 6842,
made February 12. 1902. for the S
Vi NW
section 28, townBhlp 6 N.
range 5 W, and that said proof will
be made before Silvestre Mirabel, U.
H. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
N. M., on May 6. 1007.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna.
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
C'liaiulM'rUiin'ft

Colic,

I liolcra
mill
Roundly.
There is probably nu medicine
made that is relied upon with more
implicit confidence than fhamber-lain'- s
Colic. Cholera and Dlarihoe.i
Remedy. During the third f a century in which it has been In um people have learned that it Is the one
remedy that never fails. Whi- -i reIt I
duced with water and
pleasant to take. For sal-by all
druggists.
o
O. K. washing machines arc- the
best. New and second hand, at reduced prices, 14.50 and up. Futrelle.
Diurrliix--

a

swe-'ene-

-

Furniture Co.
o
There's nothing so good for a sore
throat as Ir. Thomas' Kdectrle oil.
Cures in a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.
To Ciilikcu renter.
Mills are selling good
Mausard's
wheat at SI. 40 per 100 lbs.
o
special tui.ber tired folding gocarts
$2.50 and up. Futrelle Furniture Co.

PROPERTY

Furniture,

Pianos,

PROFESSIONAL

Let us Supply You

o
The HIGHLAND

CARDS

PHARMACY

LAWYERS.

Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 12 F.St.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims
R. V. I. Bryan.
ATTORNEY ' AT LAW. Albuauer
que, N. M. Office,
First NaUona
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offles
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M

G. A. R. VETERAN

COMMITS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S. Barnett bulldlna
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:80 p. m.; 1:3
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
polntments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M.

E
Destitute. He Ends Misery
by Hanging Himself to
Telephone Pole.

.

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
ucciaentai Life Building.
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HCSI.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. Phone
umce and residence, 628.
Illl. .1. v. WAitvirn v c
When your animals are sick you
need a good veterinary surgeon. Call
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone ZlT.
Colo, Red 111
A. BORDERS. I
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, St.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. U
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC
Tele-phon-

e

6-- 8,

46-4-

Thou. K. D. Maddlson.
With W. B. Chilriera.
West Gold avenue.
OfTlce

Ill

El Paso, May 2. Stranded in a
strange city, without food and too
proud to ask assistance, J. H. Harp-haaged 62, commander of the ti.
A. R. post at College City, Cal., committed suicide Tuesday night at
Washington park by hanging.
In a starving condition the aged
veteran sought a quiet place in the
park and thus ended his suffering by
hanging. With his pocket handkerchief fastened around his neck and to
a spike In an electric light pole, and
with his feet touching the ground, the
veteran hung until strangled to death.
The body was found Wednesday
morning about 9:30 by Alves Dixon,
of the El Paso Electric Railway company, as he entered one portion of the
park.
Near the body was found
Harpham's overcoat, which had been
left where he placed It, carefully
folded. Acting Coroner Marshall was
summoned and conducted an inquest.
Papers found in his pocket Indicated he was a resident of College
City, and that he was commander of
A
the O. A. R. post at that place.
touching letter was found In his
pocket addressed to his wife, but her
name was not mentioned.
In the epistle, the aged man said he
had never believed much In dreams,
but that he had often dreamed he
would some day find himself stranded
far from his home.
"It is the hand of fate," runs th-note, which tells of his lack of food
for a week, and his Inability to find
work. He told his wife that he did
not know what possessed him to leave
Los Angeles a week ago and come to
El Paso.
In his pockets were found his pension 'papers, which showed he served
during the war in the First Colorado
cavalry, and enlisted September 1,
1861. His discharge from the army
was also found and papers which Indicated he was a member of the Masonic lodge at Dunnigan, Cal.
llarpham was seen at Washington
park Tuesday evening about 6 o'clock
by E. A. Howard, custodian.
He was
then walking slowly around and it Is
believed by the authorities that he
hanged himself between that hour
and 8 o'clock.
The body was taken in charge by a
local undertaker, and an effort Is being made to communicate with his
wife at College City to ascertain what
disposition shall be made of the body.
?

HAIR DRESSER AND CTIIROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No
209 West Railroad ivtnna la nr..
pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, ao nair dressing, treat corns
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massaire treatment anrt manl.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepare
uon or complexion cream builds ur
the skin and improves the complex-Ion,- ,
and is guaranteed not tn bt In.
jurlous. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restor
life to dead hair; removes moles
warts and superfluous hair. Also i
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment ol
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
t
My
Friend.
Is also used for rheumatism, palne
Alexander llenton who lives on
1,
.,
and massage.
Kural Route
Fort. Edward, N.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery I
FORT BAYARD, X. M
1, my best earthly friend.
It cured :ne
17. Proposals in triplicate Mav
for the of asthma six years ago. It has al.ei
construction and erection at this post performed a wonderful cure of in
of a 3IIH.O00 gallon steel water tank cipient
consumption
for my son's
and trestle, will be received here until
The first bottle ended the ter11a. m., June 1. and then opened. In- wife.
cough, and this accomplished,
formation furnished on application. rible
the other symptoms left one by one,
Lnited States reserves right to accept until
she was perfectly well. Dr.
or reject any or all proposals.
velopes containing proposals shouldEn-be King's New Discovery power over
coughs
and colds is simply marvelmarked "Tank and Trestle" and addressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Quar- ous." No other remedy has ever
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by all
termaster.
druggists. 5Uc and $1.00. Trial botHA
FORT
YARD, X. .a.. MAY 1, tle free.
1H0..
Sealed proposals in triplicate
for sinking and walling a brick well
15 feet In diameter, 45
feet deep, at ELLERY IS NOT A
this post, will be received here until
11 a. m., June 1. and
then opened.
Information furnished on application.
PROFANE MAN
United Slates reserves rlvVit in
or reject any or all proposals. Kn- roiHHining proposal
should
"If I was to profane- man I would
be endorsed "Proposals for Well"
addressed to fapl. ti. P. Vestal, andr. say that was real mean," remarked
Robert J. Ellery in front of the First
National bank this morning who
dropped a packet of assorted Mower
'FFICE CHIEF QUARTERMAS- and vegetable seeds on the sidewalk
TER, Denver. Colo., May 1. I(i7.
viewed the bursted package with
Staled proposals in triplicate will be and
scattered all around within a
received here and at oftlce of the post seeds
radius of live feet. "1 spent u whole
nuarterinaster, until 11 a. m.. May 15, hour picking out those blame things
J!io7. for furnishing 2.000.000 pounds and was Just congratulating
mys.-l- f
of New Mexico anthracite coal,
1
had made a selection which
during the fiscal year ending that
would please my wife to a T. She's
June 30, litont, at Fort Bayard,
been at me for a week to get some
Information
on seeds but what's the use well, she
furnished
application here or at offices of re- can come down town and get some
spective post quartermasters.
more I can't be letting my bus ness
opes to be marked "ProposalsEnvelfor
for a few handful of seeds
Fuel at Fort Bayard." t A. H. Mc- - suffer
and
what do you think happened, no
'A I LK. Y, Chief Quartermaster.
sooner than those, seeds struck the
A whole llock of sparrows
walk?
swooped down and began to pick
them up. First
thought they were
going to sort them out and hand
thun back to me, but you bet they
didn't! They Just swallowed cabbage
sieil. panzy seed, onion seed, hollyhock seed and old seed they happened to tind regardless of the principles of h)gleiie!
Well, I hope It
gives them the nightmare, Unit s all:"
IW-s-

Ouar-terinaste-

.

1

Reduced

R. R.

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Office, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket .brokers' Association in Albuquerque. N. M.
CoritipoLdencs

solicited.

.
Narrow
V. Cloyd. a merchant, of Plunk.
!.
Mo., had a narrow escape four year
nun when he ran a Jiins.-bar Into
hU thumb. H
says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buck-lin- e
Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous wound." 25c at all

A

Km-uiic-

$100 Reward. $100.
The renders of this imDer will be cleas- that there Is at least one
dreaded disease that bcience has been
able to cure In all Its stages, and that
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and Klvlnc the ratlent
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith In Its
curative powers mat tney oner one
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
falls to cure. Send for list of testimonials. Address:
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Puis for constipa- ed to learn

PRACTICING MEDICINE
WITHOUT LICENSE

llisbee, Ariz.. May 2. That spring
now well advanced Is evident from
the fact that Monday will see the beginning of the first great roundup of
came on ranches in tne San Simon
valley.
It will begin tomorrow-- , at
Koblnson
ranch. near Tombstone,
and, according to report, something
like 6.0(1(1 young
calves will
be
nranded during the course of It.
The calf crop this year Is a very
fine one, according to local cowmen,
who say that It Is almost unprecedented In local cnttle raising. The
range has been In line condition and
the cattle fm it have thrived, being
fat and healthy at present. Any estimate of percentage of the calf crop
will at present
be unreliable, for
while an approximate figure may be
obtained, it is doubtful if any of the
cattlemen could give accurate figures.
Among local cowboys who will engage In the roundup is Jim Kinney,
who will leave this afternoon for the
scene of action. He reports
that
about fifty
will
take
part and according to his figures expect to brand in the neighborhood
of 10. iioo calves during the next thirty days.
Other enwimys place the
lowest estimate at 5,000, and In face
of this discrepancy It Is thought 6,000
will be a conservative figure.
When this roundup has been completed other outfits throughout
the
section will take up the work, the
cowboys from each helping the oth
er until ail nave been completed. It
Is thouifht the San Simon roundup
will occupy about thirty days, when
the Sulphur Spring valley outfit will
take It up and round up and brand
calves in that section.

wm iti:

.National league.
Won.

Chicago
New
Pitt-bur-
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13

York

JONES

Pet.

3
3
5
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.727
.615

8
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Philadelphia
Huston
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Cincinnati
St.
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'

4
3

l.uls

lirooklyn

1
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Lost.

8
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6
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Denver
Lincoln
Omaha
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Hoston ..
New York

Pet.

.727
.500
.500
.500
.500
.308

H. H. K.
4
7

Plttstburg

3
0

St. Louis

Catalo Is What New Beast
Bring

Called-Hid- es

.714
.692
.615
.572
.500
.400
.30S
.250

5

1

11

2
Mc- -

Batteries Homer and lirown:
linnity and Bresnahan.
At Pittsburg
It. H. K.

CROSS

Is

Pet.

liAMIX

National l'tigui'.
At New York

$10.00 Each.

American league.

Prescott, Ariz., May 2. "During
recent visit to Flagstaff I met
and conversed with Uuffalo Jolnes,
president of the Arizona Catalo company and one of the noted and interesting characters of the west," said
Attorney General E. S5. Clark.
"Buffalo Jones and his associates
have been engaged for a number of
years In propagating
buffalo and
crossing the bison with cattle, and
gathering and collecting various other kinds of rare animals and game.
Jones and his company have in
terested the government with them,
and a game preserve has been established in the Colorado forest reserve; extending from the Grand
Canyon of Arizona north almost to
the I'tah line and from Lee's ferry
on the east to within $ snort distance
of Kanab, Vtah.
There Is now about elKhtv head of
buffalo on the preserve and the company is breeding a cross between the
buffalo and Galloway cows, called the
cataio.
ine catalo perpetuates al
most all of the characteristics of, the
buffalo, with the exception tha't It
is a great deal larger. Its hair Is also
finer than that of the buffalo, and
does not 'mat down' like the hair
of the buffalo. Its hide, when tanned, commands fancy prices, selling
for from 1400 to 11.000. The male
catalo is sterile, but the females are
fruitful and will breed with any of
the native cattle, but the offspring
preserves tne hump and other peculiarities, showing the buffalo trait
to be very persistent.
Cataloes are
Increasing very fast.
"There are also eighty head of
Persian sheep on the preserve. This
band has been bred from four sheep
presented to General Lew Wallace
while acting minister to Persia. General Wallace presented the sheep to
the government, which, In turn, presented them to the Arizona Catalo
company. The sheep are much larger than the native Arizona sheep
and the wool much longer and of
finer Hexuroj
The Perfa!n'
can go a longer time without food
water
and
tham the native sheep,
and are very hardy. The wool is
very valuable, and furs made from
the hide and wool are equal In texture and value to Russian sable.
These are the only sheep of ih Persian breed now in the Un.ted States."
my

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov-e
C

The different

Stove

10

1

1
5
Mc- -

Hatterles Leilield and Phelns:
Glynn and Noonan.
Chicago-Cincinna- ti
Chicago:
At
game postponed; cold.
At
Philadelphia:
Philadelphla- Hrnoklyn game postponed; rain.
At Hoston
Hoston
New York

R. H. K.

Batteries Prultt and Shaw;
ett and Klelnow.

4
3

11
10

1

2

Brack- -

At Detroit
H. H. E.
3 13
5
Detroit
Chicago
7
3
3
(lame called at end of fourteenth
inning on account of darkness. Batteries Mullen, Schmidt and Payne;
White, Walsh and Sullivan.
At Cleveland
R. H. F.
0
6
2
Cleveland
0
4
St. Louis
0
Batteries Joss and Clark; Jacob- sen and Buelow.
Washington-Phi- l
At Washington:
adelphia game postponed; rain.
Western
At Omaha

New Y'ork, May 2. Jim Corbett
was a bush leaguer once, and ha
thought he could hit the ball a mile.
He did, too, occasionally. While the
Giants were In Louisville recently Jim,
who is one of the Giants' most loval
rooters, came to the Louisville ball
park and practiced with the New
Ycrk players with all the energy ha
puts into everything he puts his hands

.286
.187 to.
.083

American lA'ogtie.
Won. Ijost.
Philadelphia
10
4
Chicago
9
4
G
8
Detroit
New York
8
6
7
7
Cleveland
6
9
Hoston
4
Washington
9
4
St. Louis
12
WoMcrn

.S67

.4 28

10
13
11

GAME

Gentleman Jim Tells How He
Became "Demon Slugger"
In Minor League.

,STM.

HOW TIIKV

TIMELY

TRIPUWOR

National
Chicago at Cincinnati,
lirooklyn at Philadelphia.
St. Ivouis at Pittsburg.
Huston at New York.
American ltigue.
Chicago at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Washington.
St. tenuis at Cleveland.
New York at Hoston.

Pueblo

"BUFFALO"

CORBETT'S

PL.V TOI.V.

JIIKV

Sioux City

hi

Oil

BASE BALL

18

The defendant, who appeared to be
one of those quacks who advertise
to cure all manner of diseases, had,
together with others, incorporated,
and 'advertised that he was author
ized by law to teach the science of
healing, and engaged offices, where
it was shown that people had consulted him, hail been examined and
given treatment, and had paid for
tne treatments and medicines. Defendant admitted that lie had no cer
tificate of medical education, but con
tended that he charged no fee for
his advice, pay being taken only for
medicines furnished and work done.
This evidence before the supreme
court of Rhode Island in Slate vs.
Hefferman, 65 Atlantic Reporter. 2M.
Is held to show that the defendant
had practiced medicine in violation
of law.
New arrivals for the week Large
assortment of velvet and Axminster
rugs, all sizes.
If you want results in karertlslni
Also Hoosler kitchen
cabinets. Futrelle Furniture Cc.
trv ao Evening Citizen want ad.

The

oDort

..IS

Altoonn, Pa., May 2. The remark-abl- e
secret for burning ashes with
coal, discovered by John Kilmore. an
Altoona cobbler, and which has excited attention almost the world over.
Is out. Almost every householder In
Altoona Is now using It with great
saving In coal bills.
Several well
known chemists Immediately after tt
was announced that
had
Ellmore
solved the problem of obtaining heat
from ashes, set to work to try to
discover the formula.
They were
successful, and here It Is:
salt,
one pound.
Common
Oxalic acid, two miners,
Wilier, one gallon.
Mix and moisten n mixture con
taining one part coal and three narts
ashes and a better fuel than pure
coal Is obtained.
The ashes of anthracite coal burn
as readily as do these of bituminous.
This mixture will, upon being placed
upon a nurntng nre, fuse into a coke-lik- e
mass and deposit but little residue.
The chemical nction of this
compound Is thus explained:
hen nn aqueous solution of an
alkaline salt, such as common salt.
Is mixed with coal ash. the result is
that a mild lye Is formed, which,
when mixed with any combustible
material, such as coal, and upon the
application of heat gives off oxygen
gas thus enabling rapid combustion.
The addition of ovnllc acid caused
a chemical chanKe of greater value
than the first, for the reason that It
results in the formation of a carbide,
which In turn gives off acetylene gas.
this adding to the Intensity of the
heat and facilitating complete combustion.
It Is possible upon moistening a
small quantity of ashes without the
addition of coal, to really detect the
odor of acetylene gas. and if the
treated ashes are placed upon a
lighted fire, they .will fuse and burn
to a fine powder.
1 he compound Is now being used
in many large Industrial an
mer
cantile places here, and it Is claimed
for It that it has reduced tne fuel
item more than half. It has eliminated almost entirely the question of
disposition of ashes, which' has been
considerable where great quantities
of coal nre consumed.
Ellmore. who discovered the secret
anil focussed attention upon the possibilities that lurked In ashes, claims
that his patent will protect him In
his secret. He says he has received
an offer from the British govern
ment, provided he can demonstrate
the practicability of his compound.
While everywhere
conceded that
Ellmore has conferred a great boon
upon humanity, it Is feared that he
will not derive any tangible benefits
from his discovery in view of the
facts that hundreds of others have
secured the same results, following
his lead.

MAY 2, 1907.
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Common Salt. Oxalic Acid Crop Reported to De a Large
One-10.- 000
and Water Forms
Await
Compound.
the Iron.

Soups,
Brushes,
Nail
Itrnslic, Manicure
Scissors,
Corn Flusters,
Corn Ellen,
Shampoo Cream, Hair Tonic,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

Organ
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low ss 111
and as high as $200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain in your
possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
On

CALVES

OF

FLUID

lintli

MONEY to LOAN

BRANDING

SUPPLIES
and

LOANS.

Till RslHV,

BEGINS

Toilet Accessories
VVANTKI

EVENING CITIZEN.

The Giants attended Cmliett's show
and also found time to make a ca 11
on De Wolf Hopper, who was starring
at another theater. After the performance both Corbett and Hopper
met Manager McGraw. Secretary
Knowies and the writer, and there
was a two-hot.
During the
fan-feCorbett told of his experience
as a bush leaguer. He said:
"I was taking a trip through th
country, playing with various teams
as a drawing card. It was when I
was prominent in pugilism, In fact, I
was champion at the time, and naturally drew big houses not. perhaps,
on my ability as a ballplaver, but I
could play a little bit at that time
and can now, If you want to know.
Can't I, John?"
Cts Iloost from Mrfirnw.
McGraw made an affirmative no'3,
but I didn't notice him going into
his pocket to, draw out a contract.
"You Just 'bet I can," continued,
Corbett.
"Well, I was playing first base for
the Scrantons against the Wllkerbar-re- s,
and there was blood on the moon
whenever those two teams met. Those
miners come to the game with lamps
on their caps and picks In their
hands. They look for a scrap and are
greatly disappointed if none comes off
that they can take a hand In.
"The first three times I went o bat
the Wilkesbarre catcher tipped me off
as to what was coming. 'This will be
a straight one, Jim,' he would say, or
'now look out for a curve,' but, by
Jimmle, I never even fouled the ball."
"I went along to the ninth inning,
and the game was a tie, at two runs
each. There was a Scranton runner
on first, and his score would win the
game. It was a regular championship
contest, too, and the race was very
close between the two clubs, and the
two cities of Scranton and Wilkesbarre are the most rabid rlvas of
any two towns in the country.
"Well, I came to bat under these)
very interesting conditions. There
were two out at the time. The Wilkesbarre catcher, who had tried to befriend me before, put up his glove to
his mask and whispered to me; 'Jim,
I am sorry, but I can't tip you orf
this time, the game is too close, and
If they knew I was giving my pitcher's signs away It would be worth my
Job.'
Makes a niree-Rncge- r.
"'All right, my boy; I appreciate
your position,' I replied. "Y'ou're all
right. 'I'll take a chance nn my own
hook.' and, by golly, if I didn't ew.-- t
the first ball over the right flelder'8
head for a three-baggand won thi
game What do you think of that?"
Some kind friend touched the button at that stage, affording a very opportune diversion, and after the liquidation Hopper rose slowly to his
feet, and with a scornful look and in
a husky voice remarked: "Jim, you'r
a liar," and as he strode to the elevator, he looked back and shouted:
"Jim. I repeat it," and with emphasis,
"You're a liar."
"By golly, it's on record!" retortel
Corbett.
And an investigation proves that it
fan-fes-

ur

st

R. H. E.
9
5
4
Omaha
1
3 11
Pueblo
Batterles Sanders and Gonding;
Fitzgerald and Smith.
At Lincoln
R. II. E.
7
3
5
Lincoln
6
1
4
Denver
Batteries Jones and Zinran; Olm- stead and Zalusky.
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
Dcs Moines
3
8
3
7
2
2
Sioux City
Yeager;
Hatterles Uehring and
Jarrolt and Spies.
Association.
Toledo,
2; Kansas
At Toledo:
City, 3.
At Louisville: Louisville, 3; Mil is.
waukee, 2.
At Columbus:
Columbus. 2; Min
neapolis, 1.
At Indianapolis:
Indianapolis, 2; DOPE FOR AMATEUR
St. Paul, 7.
'
BASE BALL PLAYERS
College Onmcs.
At Cambridge:
Harvard, 2; Am
0.
herst,
Beginning tomorrow,
The Citizen
will give u series of illustrations
SPOUTlXti XOTES.
showing how the great curved balis
Jack O'Brien has hooked up with are thrown.
The illustrations will show how the
Billy Nolan.
ball is grasped for the different
Captain Frank Chance of the Chi curves by such stars as Christy
cago Cubs, has purchased a house and Mathewson, of the New York Giants;
Addle Joss, of the Cleveland Amerilot In the Windy City.
cans; Sam Leever, of the Pittsburg
Pirates, and Ed Walsh, of the worlu s
The Pittsburg Pirates have a rep champion
White Sox.
They can't win at
as "roadsters."
home, it seems.
Free samples of "Preventics" and
w...UI. .... ,..l.tu ...111 l.A aU.IU, rt,.,il
II.. I I H,i' .ValD..ni on, a 1.uca wm ig..(iii,,,
ntin
Dr. Stump, Ka- nore the challenge of English Johnny ed you on request, by
cine, is., simply lo prove nieru.
Summers.
are little Candy Cold Cure
Manager Clarke, of the Pirates, has Tablets. No tiuinine. no Laxative,
nothing
harmful whatever. Preventics
a special trunk for carrying the uniprevent colds as the name implies
forms of his players.
when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
For a seated cold or La GripVirginia league claims credit for Stage."
break it up safely and quickly
the first triple play of the Benson. pe,
Martin, Hulinan and Burns turned the with Preventics. Sold by all dealers.
trick.
In your list of first basemen don't NOTABLE ANN1VERSAR- -.
leave out Fred Tenney. of the Hoston
He is certainly no colt,
Nationals.
IES OF THIS DAY
but he delivers the goods.
er

Aiiii-ilca-

TL

This ought to be pasted on the
cemetery gate: "Hub Fitzslnimons is
16T0
The Hudson B.,y company is
said
tu be matched with Sailor chartered.
Burke.'1
1775 Patrick Henry and 7 on patriots force governor of Virginia to
The entire St. Paul American asso- pay for powder removed from
ciation team was locked in the Ohio
state penitentiary recently. They were
lfc5 President Johnson proclaims
on a sightseeing expedition.
a reward of 1 iiii.iiihi
for capture of
Jefferson Davis.
The race between the Wisconsin
191 The female mayor of Kiowa,
and Syracuse crews at Madison Is ex- Kansas, shuts up all gambling houses
pected to be the big athletic event and saloons.
of the middle west Decoration day.
t'mpire Sullivan, of the A. A., says
it is a cinch to control a team of
umpire baiters. "Put two or three
of the stars out of the game, and that
will end the kicking," he says.
Wii-Iamsbu-

The improbed
Oil Stove

1

Gives best results.
Reduces fuel expense. A working1

u

flame at the touch of the

match. "Blue Flame" means the hottest flame
produced by any stove. The New Perfection
will make your work lighter. Will not overheat the kitchen. Made in three sizes, with
one, two, and three burners. Every stove warranted. If not at your dealer's, write to our
nearest agency.

Jcayb Lamp

t clear, steady light. Fitted vith
latest improved burner. Made of brass
throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Every lamp warranted. Suitablefor library,
dining-rooparlor or bedroom. If not at
your dealer's, wnte to our nearest agency.
Rives

CONTINENTAL OIL OOMPANV

lnoorooratl

I

Indigestion

Los Angeles will have a grand
fighting carnival soon. The Tommy
Btomarh trouble it but iTmrtn of. and not
Burns-Jac- k
O'Brien go Is May 8; Abe tn iu)l tru dtvse.
We think of Uyitpfpn.
.
Attell-"Kld- "
S.ilntnan. May 9; Hugo tieanburu, and Indigestion a rul
yt
Kell.y-Jac- k
re kyiupumift 011)7 of ft
iLvCiCC
Sullivan, May 10.
thff
fcprve iu kiies
nothing
It Wfc th Uit that lir&t eoriwt'.y h Pt Phorp
Clarke Griffith's New Yorkers are
nur htoiriftifc
the crfJAtioii of that now f ry
defying base ball traditions by keeping ritMwwJy
Ir. Mioop KHotnrultve. tming (Lr
at the top without good pitchers to lo the Ktnm&rh uerTt.t ftlone brought that mccrtit
back them up. Orlit would give his ftjitl favor lo I'r. Khoopftiui hit K -- tonitivr. Wan-ou- t
that original ami highly vital priri ii)l, lie
kingdom fur a couple of star twlrlers
wer ever U l had.
fui h Idling ftin'inplishint-nright now.
For btomat h diireui. bhwttmg. buioum. td
try ir. bin.; 1
Willow
ftiid
couulfxino,
There was ulmoxt a riot at Toledo, trlh
RfsUtruiive 'lab lets or Liquid ft'nJ
for xn.r.
what it ran ami will do.
Ohio, following a game with the Milaiid LUtx.h
waukee Brewers. Line of the visitors gully rvcoiuuieiid
smashed the face of a kid who was
stoning the Milwaukee bus. The crowd
was not pacified until one of the ball
tossers was arrested.
Torturing eczema spreads its burning area every day.
Doan's Ointment quickly stops its spreading, inItching,
stantly relieved the
cures it
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
permanently. At any drug store.
'iis-n-

VY

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative

t

THt'RsPAY,

POOR

MAY 3.

LO

ALBUQUERQUE

10".

WILL

vstlon are to the effect that the reds
are brjrlnnlns: to (ret on speaking
terms with any Innor.
The federal oftlrlaU say that plen
ty of emnlovment can he found for
Indians, and that In most cases the
Indians who are put to worK per-

form fairly well. The Indian makes
as irood a laborer as the average
Mexican.
He Is perhaps a trifle more
to leave
erratic. He Is more liableuny
comes
without notice. When pay
a Ion
he lonfrs for a brief respite
ftenerally
takes
labors,
and
from his
He stays away nn Ion as nis
It.
money holds out. Otherwise he does
fairly well. In the construction of
rrlKatlon works in me wesi ine gov
ernment hns shown a preference for
Indian labor.
Where Indians have secured larnis
Government Issues an Edict through
the allotment of lands they
will be encouraged to worK tneir own
That All Able Bodied Inhomesteads. Many Indians are rals- As they have little
lug good crops.
dians .Must Get Busy.
experience they find It difficult to
find markets for their products. Govthe
ernment agents will be put In
These agents
field to fill this g.ip.
will secure Information as to the best
EXPERIENCE WITH UTES
markets for the kind of products
raised by Indians In different sections
and then superintend the delivering
USED AS AN EXAMPLE of such products. They will nlso see
that the Indians are given a snuare
deal In their business negotiations.

All MUST

VOTE

more than forty thousand dollars
available and thait ilhis will build
and furnish a city hall there can be
no question.
The plans which have been adopted by the city council when carried
out will give Albuquerque a city hall
which will be adequate for a city of
three times our present population.
Under the present arrangement, by
which the city otiicers are scattered
all over the city, both added expense
and great Inconvenience is caused.
There arrises In this matter the
question of civic pride. Albuquerque
Is at present maintaining as a city
building a structure which would be
a disgrace in a village of a thousand
people. The importance of having a
creditable municipal building can not
be overlooked In voting upon these

FOR

CITY HALL

HAVE TO GO
TO WORK

Statement Puts the
Matter Plainly Before the

Official

People of Albuquerque.

bond.

If these bonds are to be carried under the act of congress authorizing
STRONG ARGUMENTS
their Issue, it is necessary that
of the tax payers, both real
IN GOOD CAUSE and personal,
eligible to vote at a
two-thir-

The

following

statement

city election shall cast their votes In
favor of this Issue.
This requirement, therefore, means
that a voter who stays away from
th" polls on Saturday is really casting hi- vote against the city hall
bonds.
If the people of Albuquerque want
a city hall it Is necessary that every
vot
be polled on Saturday, Mav 4,
i jo;.
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK M'KEE, Mayor.
Harry F. LEE, City Clerk.

from

Mayor McKee.
shows plainly way
you must vote for a new city h ill
on May 4:
To the People of Albuquerque:
An election will be held on Saturday, MayJ. for the purpose of voting
upon thirty thousand dollars In bonds
for city hall construction purposes-Womlcrful Kczcnin Cure.
"Our little boy had eczema for five We have been Instructed by the city
to make a plain statement of
council
years," writes X. A. Adams, Henri.

Means Development of All Lands
Owned by Reds and Posetta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
sibly
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
By chance we read about electric bitWashington, I). C, May 2. Fran ters; bought a bottle and soon nocis K. Leupp, United states commis ticed improvement . We continued
s.

this medicine until several bottles
were used, when our boy was comHest of all blood medous imrWtiiir all over tne western pletely cured."
tonics.
plains. He hns Issued an edict tnat icines and body building healthGUc
all able bodied Indians must go to Guaranteed at all druggists.
carry
out
this order he
work, and to
has created a new division which
will be known as the "Indian Intelligence office." To this new branch of
the service will be entrusted the duty
of finding work for the Indians; It
will be the same time drum up trade
f'jr the products of the various tribes.
Commissioner Leupp has
Ideas about Indians. He believes
they should work the same as other
people.
Sump months
ago Commissioner
Ieupp attended a council of the
White river I'tes In 1'tah. The Indians were highly Indignant over the
action of the government In taking
over their reservation lands for purposes of settlement by whites. A. sufThe following letter is self explanaficient area was left for the Utes to tory, and shows conclusively the opincultivate.
The Utes are blanket ion the vice president and general
Indians, and they wanted to fish and manager of the Cotton Relt railway
roam
at will. Commission- has of the telegraphy department of
hunt and
er Leupp flatly told the Utes that the the Tyler Commercial college, the
days of Idleness had passed, that the leading school of telegraphy In AmIndian would have to follow In the erica:
Tyler, Texas. February 5. 1907.
pathway of the whites and go to
Tyler Commercial College, Tyler, Tex.
work for a living.
Uentlemen: This letter is given
A little later word came that the
anUtes had pulled up the sakes of their you in order to avoid having to rela-ive
tepees and gathering their women swer so many letters of inquiry,
this company's connection with
and children around them had start- yourto college,
beg
to
for
state
I
and
ed out on hit expedition. At first It
was believed the Indians were on the the information of attending students
war path, and United States troops that we have placed a loop of our
were ordered out. It soon became main line wire through your college
apparent that the Indians were not for the benefit of your students, and
embarked on a marauding Journey. are furnishing you our telegraph ana
They merely became indignant at the station blanks. We have also agreed
suggestion that they should go to to employ your telegraphy graduates
work, and to relieve their wounded who can pass our regular examinafeelings had left their reservation on tion to fill vacancies coming up on
a visit to the Sioux of South Da- this line, and will pay them the stand-dar- d
rate of wages for the position
kota. After a while the Utes cooled
off and were persuaded to send a they are employed to nil.
delegation to see the great white
The minimum salary paid operat
father In Washington.
President ors is $55 per month, 12 hours work
Roosevelt was posted, and he made constituting one day, all time in ex
up his mind to tell the Indians that cess of 12 hours will be paid for on
the time had come when they would basis of pro rata of regular rate. Op
heve to go to work for a' living like erators called for special service after
other folks. To prevent a possible being excused by the dispatcher will
Indian wrangle In the white house be allowed fifty cents for the first
two or three brawny secret service hour and pro rata of the regular rate
men were sent to the president's
thereafter.
)
Yours truly.
the day the Utes were scheduled
W. E. GREEN.
to appear
Mr.
there.
Roosevelt
spoke his piece. The Inoians received First Vice President and General Su
perlntendent St. Louis Southwest
the sad news like warriors of old.
ern Railway Company, of Texas.
Recent advices from the Ute reser
sioner of Indian affairs, has conceived

a daring plan that may cause numer

CONCLUSIVE
EVIDENCE

the conditions existing in order that
the people may be fully informed as
to the object of this election.
When the city moved Into its present location it made a lease for the
property paying a rental of seventy-fiv- e
dollars per month: later litigation
arose over this property and a new
lease was made with Mr. Henry for a
dollars per month
rental of forty-fiv- e
r.y a recent decision of the court the
property has been neid to Delong to
the assignee of Mr. Armijo and Judgment has been rendered by the court
against the city for double rent during the past year or so for the sum
of ninety dollars per month.
It will
thus be seen that the city is paying
a large sum monthly for rental on a
building wholly inadequate for the
purposes which it is supposed to
serve. It would be Impossible to con
tinue longer in the present building.
The Jail is In such condition as to
render the confinement of prisoners
therein both unsafe and unsanitary
and under any circumstances it is
absolutely imperative that a new Jal!
person can be
No
be provided.
found who would be willing to build
a building for the city for use as a
Jail at any reasonable rental. It has
been suggested that the public library
building be used as a city hall, but
the Impossibility of using the building for city Jail or fire department
purposes is so plain as to need no
comment.
It has been suggested further that
the city build a building for use as a
Jail and fire department alone. The
cost of such a building would be fully
of the cost of construction
upon the plans for a city hall which
have been accepted by the council.
The wisdom of building a city hall
for all city purposes Is therefore apparent.
objection has been made that the
sum of thirty thousand dollars will
not be sufficient to carry out the
plans which have been adopted. The
people should understand in the first
place that the city has bought and
paid for the building site and that
the entire sum of thirty thousand dollars will be available for actual
It should also be understood that there is now available in
building
city
fund the sum of
the
fifty-fiv- e
hundred dollars to which
by the end of this year twenty-fiv- e
hundred more will be added. This
sum is intended for construction purposes and will be added to tne thirty
thousand dollars realized from the
bonds. In addition to this there is a
surplus of more than six thousand
dollars in the city treasury which
may be used for construction purposes, or for furnishing the building
if found necessary.
There is, therefore, should this bond issue carry,
two-thir-
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Let me mall you free, to prove
merit, samples of my Dr. Shonp's
Restorative, and my Hook on either
dyepepsla. the heart, or the kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis.
Troubles of the stomach, heart or kid
neys, are merely symptoms of a deep
er ailment. Don t make the common
error of treating symptoms only.
Symptom treatment Is treating the re
sult of your ailment, and not the
nerves the
cause. Weak stomach
Inside nerves means stomach weak
ness always. And the heart and kid
ueys as well have their controlling or
Insole nerves. Weaken these nerves
and vou Inevitably have weak vital
organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop's
Restoration has made its fame. No
other remedy even claims to treat the
Also for bloating,
"inside nerves.
biliousness, bad breath or complexion.
use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Write
for my free book now Dr. Shoop's
Kestoiative sold by all dealers.

IS KVKKY IIOMK.
The following simple prescription, writes a noted authority, should be made known
to every family. While It Is a
mixture, It
simple home-mad- e
forms a powerful tonic and viagent
to the kidneys,
talizing
forcing them to filter and eliminate from the blood all acids
and waste, restoring the full
count, or 95 per cent, of Red
Corpuscles.
Here it Is, and now Is the
time to take It: Fluid Extract
one-haounce,
Dandelion
Compound Kargon one ounce,
('(impound Syrup Sarsaparllla.
three ounces. The dose is one
teasponnful after meals and at
bedtime. These harmless Ingredients can be obtained at
nominal cost from any good
pharmacy, and anyone can mix
them at home by shaking well
in a bottle.
Noted medical authorities
now recognize this as a blood
cleanser and system tonic par
excellence, because of its gentle
ithough almost certain action in
the treatment of rheumatism,
skin and facial eruptions and
other miserable blood afflictions for which the kidneys are
responsible.
At this time of
(year the blood becomes sour
and filled with poisons and
acids, which the skin pores
failed to eliminate during the
cold weather, adding this additional work to the Kidneys,
which, overtaxed, become inactive and sluggish and require Just such an Invlgorant
or Regulator.
Mix this and try it. and note
the remarkable Improvement
in your health.

HOTEL

Orogrande. N. M., May 2. E. G
Nai?el experts to open the Hotel Sacramento Monday next.
The house is being piped and water
placed on both floors.
A porch Is being built in the front
of the building, for the benefit of the
guests, and the east side of the hotel
Is to be improved for the benefit of
patrons during the summer months.
Bath rooms are to be placed on the
second floor of the building, and, in
fact, every modern Improvement pos
sible at this time will be made.
A new kitchen is to be erected 'n
the rear of the hotel, a large refrig
erator constructed and other improve
ments made in the building.
Mr. Nagel went to El Paso Tuesday
to purchase additional supplies for
his hotel. The bulk of them have ar.
rived so far, and when the place Is
opened it will be one of the most
complete In the valley.
The table is to be the equal of any
ever set In this section.
Mr. Nagel is a hotel man of wide
experience, who will give service sec
ond to none in the southwest.

Our Prices
are right

GYPSUM

con-sructi-
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DEPOSITS

OF NEW

MEXICO

Sierra

Naclmlento Ledges
Have Been Known for
Half a Century.

RICH BED ON GALLINA

CREEK

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Were Absolutely Pure
Supply Inexhaustible.

An-ch-
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New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper

ever-creste-

Quality Individuality Purity
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Milwaukee

For sale by STERN, SCHLOSS & CO., Wholesale Dealers, Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Samples Found Near Bernalillo
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VAL BLATZ BREWING

Commercial Printing

AH Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

P

jilwaukeeJ

is right

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Here's to Health and
a Good Didestion

Wm

Our Work

.

j

All Kinds

lf

TO
HAVE

PAGB THrlKJL

Kxtenslve deposits of gypsum oc
cur at many places In New Mexico,
particularly in the southeastern and
northwestern parts of the territory,
but they are developed only at
on the line of the Rock Island
railroad, where a plaster mill has
been In operation for several years.
Deposits in northwestern New Mexico nre briefly descrloed by Millard
K. Slialer. of the United States geo
logical survey in the survey's forth
coming bulletin (No. 315) entitled:
"Contributions to Economic Geology,
1906."
The gypsum along the western base
of the Sierra Naclmlento has been
known for more than half a cen
turv. The Sierra Naclmlento consists
trending series of
of a north-sout- h
ridges and serrated
d
peaks.
It 4s approximately thirtyfive miles long, extending from the
Woman loves a clear, rosy complex latitude of Ualllna. N. M., on the
ion. Burdock Blood Bitters purifies north to the latitude of Cabezon on
the blood, clears the skin, restores the south. The gypsum deposits
ruddy, sound health.
along the western base of the range
lie near the top or the "Ilea lieas
series. They are apparently at all
places underlain by a bed of bright
yellow, poorly consolidated sand, and
are overlain by dark shales and yellowish brown sandstone of Dakota or
Jurassic age. from which they are
occasionally separated by a thin bed
of limestone.
At lialllua, on Oallina creek, near
the northern limit of the gypsum out
crop, a bed of massive white gyp
sum appears within the limits of the
village, where it has been, to a very
limited extent, nuarried and burned
the product being used by the intheir adobe
habitants for plastering
houses. The gypsum bed may be
traced eastward from t.alllna for
many miles, as It outcrops along Oal
lina creek in the southward-facin- g
I, lull of Mesa
Jllunca (.'auplin. It
had a thickness here of more than
4 0 feet.
Farther south, between (Jal
Una and Senorita, the same gypsum
bed was observed at many places, but
Its thickness and Its relations to the
overlvltiK and underlying rocks were
not particularly noted. Kast of La- Jura the bed, if present, Is complete
Iv covered by flatlylng Tertiary sedi
nients. which overlap the Mesozoic
section from the west. This condition probably exists at several localities between Oallina aud Senorita. At
Senorita the gypsum bed outcrops
above a limestone bed 60 feet In
thickness, from which lime has been
coal
burned for local use. A
bed. which outcrops about one-haoutcrop
gypsum
mile west of the
furnishes a good grade of subbi
tumlnouB coal. The presence of this
coal should do much to hasten development of the gypsum bed, which
has a thickness of 64 feet, at this
point.
About three miles west of
Kan Miguel copper mine, a bed of
sixty feet
massive white gypsum
thick outcrops. The deposit at this
by
the wagpoint Is easily access-iblon road to liernalillo. and could be
mined over an extensive area. It Is
reported that the gypsum has been
used locally for making plaster for
a number of years, but no workings
were seen by Mr. Shaler.
Analysis of a sample taken from
the gypsum bed at this- point shows
that it is practically pure.
At the head of a tributary to Rio
Salado, at an elevation between 7.000
and 8,000 feet, the gypsum bed
of
thickness
reaches a maximum
about 100 feet. Near the mountains
unthe bed is conformable with the
derlying rocks, but within a short
distance, tha gypsum bed practically
flattens out. As a consequence of
this flattening away from the mountains and the presence of a stream
heading near this locality, a very
large area of gypsum is exposed and
can bo mined to advantage, by open
cut. It should be accessible by a
wagon road built at slight expense up
"Blatz Matt is produced in the brewery's own malt house by
The Quality of the Malt decides the body of a beer.
the valley to a tributary of Rio Sula-dtrained Malsters (years in Blatz service). "Not only hoW much malt but hoW good" is here the inviolable
In appearance the gypsum is
identical with that analyzed from near
is
expensive,
is
but the desired result
always achieved the Vital ingredients of the malt are
rule. This method
San Miguel mine. For several miles
in a zone extending northward from
thereby brought out and retained. To the Blatz malt is due the prevailing fulUbodied State of "Blatz "Beer.
this localito', the gypsum bed outcrops continuously.
The Hops used in the brewing of Blatz Beer are rich in aromatic properties and tonics (hop bitters), which
It is not thought likely that these
deposits will be worked on a comlend to the beer that fragrance which captivates lovers of the beverage. The tonics act as a mild Stimulant to the
mercial scale until the gypsum beds
of the territory that are situated
digestion. Blatz Beer is perfectly fermented and ripened in the coldest and cleanest cellars extant.
nearer railroad lines have been practically exhausted or until the demand
The most skilled masters zealously guard "Blatz" individuality. The paramount object being to maintain
greatly inproducts
for gypsum
creases. It is not at all improbable,
with absolute uniformity every characteristic that has these many years meant "BlatZ Quality.
however, that a railroad line will
soon be built into the area, the promoters having in view primarily the
development of the coal and oopper
resources of the region. The gypsum is suitable for any purpose to
which gypsum Is adapted.
It seems
to be everywhere of equal purity
and the supply is praetilaly
of-ll- ce

)'

EVENING CIHZElf.

Doan's Regulets
tone the stomach,
promote digestion
easy passages of
your druggist for
box.

cure constipation,

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, v v v

G

3. D. Eakln,
O. Gloml,

President

Cfau. Melinl, Secretary.

Vice President.

O. BachecM,

'tnmrtz.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Bnoeetaora to
MELINI A. EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLMHALK DKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
avarytblng In ttoek to outfit tha
most fastidious bar complete

W koep

Have been appointed exclusive agents In tha Southwest far Je. .
Schlitx, Wm. Lamp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowetone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Mon
aroh, and other standard brands of whiskies to numerous t mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell tha atrlsht article aa received by us from the beat laerlea.
DlBtUlerlee and Breweries In tae United Stat a. Call and lniaaet
Stock and Prices, or writ tor Illustrated Catalogue, and Pile Uai.
Issued to dealer only.

u

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Front for Buildings.
on Mining mini mill Machinery a Specialty
Albuquerque, N. at.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

J?ar

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

00OOOOO0O0ieOJseE.
The St. Elmo
Finest Whiskies

JOSEPH

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'.

SAMPLE AND

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS
10 tO m 1 SBI

iiaiaiiyoAAioAiiMi

jS mm
-

&

COAL

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6.5
Se.&O
CerrUlo Lamp
IS.M
Anthracite Nut
An Uiraclle mixed
$i.00
Anthracite, store .and . furnace

te

Mexico City anil return $10.25, April
Clean Oaa
aOlU to May IKUi. I Iniit July SI..
J. U. PLHliV. Agent.

stimulate the liver,
and appetite and
Card signs. "Rjoms for
Ask
the bowels.
"Board,"
etc. far sale at the
25
ft
cents
them.
The Evening CttUea. . .

$9.59

Coke
WOOD.

.,..$9.09

Green Mill Wood, per load. . . .1 13

Rent,"
office of

IV.

H, HAHN & CO.
Both

Phone,

.j
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

Published Daily and Weekly.

By The Citizen
W. R STHICKI.EIl,
President.

That bclnfr the case, It is not only your privilege, it
that you vote for that bond issue and

Tin nsnAv, maim, uk7.

EARLY.

CP

1

The election will be held May 4. It Is absolutely
necessary that a good strong vote Is registered for those
Publishing Company
To do that, every man should be at the polls.
bonds.
forget the date May 4 and don't forget
Don't
lUUKiAX,
E.
WILLIAM
your
yourself and your city.
to
duty
Editor and Business Manage.
Vote for the new city hall.

ATTORNEY GENERAL REID DID IT
ieinarks made by Attorney Heneral V. O
at Hoswll. It might appear that he Is attempting

From th

Tleld
to Kteal from the deponed governor the title of "living
acrlflce," which was bestowed upon him by a fpw
and democratic papers. Mr. Held said he
"did It." He was referring to the rather peculiar 'i.nd
one of the things that brought about
deal which
Jlafterman's removal at the hands of the president.
The point in dispute was the usurping of the powers
of the commissioner of public lands by the governor and
the affixing to the deeds the seal of that office, which
hall
the law explicitly states only the commissioner
have the power to do.
The attorn y general trios to shield the govt i n, ir
by Mating that the boy executive acted upon his advice
nd a written opinion.
Attorney General Held, however, neglected to explain that no matter how many opinions he handed
--

e,

at

no'-mee- t

t,

BE AT THE POLLS

MY

4

It w,l loot co.--t you increased taxation to have a new
city hall 1.1 Albuquerque.
The fund Is already a large one. It will not
long to go to tile polls and cast our vote for tile
on May t.
city hall bond is.-I;
It does not mean money out of your pocket.
means money in your pocket.
Everything that ulds Albuquerque aids you.
Every person who visits this city and goes awa
with a pleasant impression, will return, nine cases out
of te i.
Ki:y p: rnou who visits Albuquerque nd doe nut
day h.:e ;;,e bid time, will come ti stay the next time-- .
Albuquerque's needs. Mr. Taxpayer. The
You kmi
I Is one of lb,
greatest needs tod.-.y- .
.'.'
lie

i

nil: ruTt iiF.

OF CONTENTMENT
t
the purchaser of a Morris or
ether "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep made a Joy(, dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home). If anythlng's needs
ed to complete your pleasure
our pricing. Glad to outline it on
request.

"What's the trouble. Bessie?"
still
"Maggie Jones'
mother's
New Mexico. The
fun"
bought a bonnet Ju' like mine!
the new governor Boo hoo!"
Fe ladles ure alour

J

In one of the two cars lecejved this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak is going to take
the place of weathered oak, and In the Mlsslo.j style It Is the perfect
finish.

wide-awak-

Hurrah
for Governor Curry
seems to be the growing sentiment In
outlook is that the Inauguration of
will be a brilliant affair. The Santa
ready discussing those new gowns.

i

Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.

The Farmington Knerpilse, of Fatmington, San Juan
county. Hon. Frank Staplln, chief clerk of the last legise
weekly paper,
editor, is a
lative hou-which easily carries off the banner In its home county
as the leading newspaper.
The Enterprise usually has
some sort of a kick to make, and it makes it in no unWhen the Interests of San Juan county,
certain tone.
however, file concerned, the Enterprise is in the foreA kicker
most rank pushing the good things along.
like that is a good thing for any communulty.

George

The momentous question now Is, who will carry the
presidential banner for the prohibitionists during the
?
down upon the subject, the law was explicit upon the coining campaign
point and the governor knew the law.
The rain was unpleasant while it lasted, but every
While he may, as he says, be the one upon whom
was a dollar in the pockets of the people of New
drop
governor
responsible
fall,
yet
is
the
the blame should
for bis executive acts, regardless of all the advice arid Mexico.
legal opinions in kingdom come.
Things are getting pretty warm down In WashingThis is the view President Theodore Hoosevelt and
ton
The
these days over that presidential question.
attorney
general took of the matter.
the United States
The attorney general then artfully attempts to cre- American people certainly have an array of all sorts ot
Is probable that each candidate
ate the Impression that no harm could accrue to the ter- talent to pick from. It paces
through
put
will
be
his
with the big stick before a
II
governor
steps
see
to
to
had taken
ritory since the
Is made. After all. It's not a bad Idea to keep
that the funds received In exchange for the title to the selection
lands in question were kept Intact, separate and apart that big stick well in the foreground.
from all other funds in the territorial treasury, in ordc-thIt is now quite interesting to watch the Hoswell
they might not be past returning In caw the coii't.'
Record scramble for a place on the fence.'
held the transaction null and void.
This is on absolute perversion of the facts.
The Shriiiers are a good. Jolly bunch of fellows and
It is well known that the governor, and was prove:?
by an Investigation that the governor made every effort more of them ought to come to Albuquerque. I.oiig liw?
possible to have the monies distributed among the vari- the Shriners!
ous funds of the territory. This was prevented only by
The Queen of the May. In New Mexico, yesterday,
the fact that Land Commissioner A. A. Keen, whoso
honesty is unquestioned, refused positively to receive wore her winter clothes and furs.
the monies or to distribute them.
Every
Well, the Clancy party has no kick coming.
Incidentally. It may be mentioned that the governor even went so far as to threaten Mr. Keen with mother's son of the crowd saw the president.
removal from office if he did not distribute the monies
as per the governor's orders.
Vote for the bond issue to build a new city hall
It Is only due to the unflinching honor of Mr. Keen and help make Albuquerque a good place to Hvt in.
that the funds were not distributed and that they now
remain In a separate fund.
00XXXXXXXXXXXXX3X)XXXC000
The attempt on the part of the attorney general,
SHOULD A MAN SAVE
who will alo "resign" with the Uagerman regime.
pretty
Hagerman
Is
by
a
sympathy
this ruse.
for
create
MONEY AT ALL COSTS?
weak sort of a political play.
0XXXXXXXXOOCK0XXXXXXOQOOOvi
The president and the secretary of the interior ut
Washington, however, were in full possession of the real
Can the average man save money 7
facts and know that statements to the contrary me unCertainly he can!
true.
In this first short paragraph is embodied one of
The attorney general also tries to again Inflate that the greatest sociological questions of the time a quesdeexploded statement that the president had been
tion that ever is rising for an answer and which ever
ceived.
is as unsettled as before.
The report published in Tuesday's Citizen to th3
Yet the plain affirmative in the second paragraph
effect that the president told the Clancy party that he is not to be challenged In Its direct truth.
knew all the facts before he removed Hagerman Is a
Then, you will sy, something must be wrong with
sufficient denial.
To which I give another as
the whole proposition.
In view of the whole affair being a clued incident emphatic affirmative:
"Why, of course there is that
Jn ao far as the Hagerman regime is concerned. It would Is the w hole trouble."
appear that the best thing the attorney general could
Like many other twisted great problems, this probhave done would have been to hide hit own errors in lem of money saving has been bandied about by the
advising the young governor a9 much as possible, and unthinking until half its garrulous advocates do not
Jet the blame rest where It technically, a least, belong?
know the first elements of true saving. As a first
that is, with Herbert J. Hagerman, who listened to too proposition they cannot tell you what money is! Y'et,
much poor advice as it was.
arguing from a plane of lofty ethics, we hear them
The attorney general must have known the tru'h preaching the doctrine of saving to all men In all conof the whole deal, and that being the case, what object ditions of life, as if In the mere spending of less tha'i
one earns a man is showing his highest duty to society.
had he In attempting to pervert the facts?
He might answer for himself.
.
An ethical treatise on the saving of money! One
might as well preach a virtuous sermon on the individual preservation of original sin. If ethics are to figAS IT SHOULD BE
ure at all in the selfish proposition, let the question
The Citizen, as well as every man, woman and child be not, "Can the average man save money?" Tut It on
in the southwest, approves most heartily of the action the truly ethical basis, "Can the average man afford
taken by the Commercial club and the Boosters' club H to save money?"
Not for a moment would society permit a man
condemning the attack made upon the character and
business reputation of General Francis Torrance, by one to save money at the cost of ragged, dirty clothing; hf
Hadden, who sent a communication to the Pittsburg becomes a miser meanest of human kind when he
.gazette which was a misrepresentation from beglnjjjg hoards money at such a jirlce,
Society will hot countenance his saving If the nivalis,
to end.
At the
to
be the pinching of his family's stomach,
it
T1
resolutions do not mention Haddeiii which
moment a man is known to have a bank account while
The In
Just as well, perhaps, since he is too small fry.
studied ways he is denying himself any of the neces
condemnation of his actions In attempting to speak for sities and many of the common luxuries of his position.
the people of New Mexico and of Albuquerque could not society declares him an outlaw citizen.
The resoluhave been worded too strongly, however.
Will the conventional preacher of frugality, then,
tions fail to note the fact that the offensive and unjust explain Just what he means when he urges the ethics
letter referred to was published not only In the I'lttshurj of saving upon all men? For, manifestly, there are
Gazette, but in the Albuquerque morning paper as well, men In tens of thousands whose incomes from year to
..which should have and which did know the truth.
year barely suffice them in living decently from hand
General Francis Torrance, head of the Pennsylvania to mouth.
state board of charities and a business man of untarMy own practical experience of the world In Its
nished reputation, has done more for the development lixed ways would prevent my preaching against savof New Mexico than any single individual in recent ing. But I maintain broadly that no other one mayears.
He deserves and has the thanks and support terial doctrine is more Inimical to true ethics than is
of every honest man in this territory. The resolution! this civilized and enforced necessity for saving. Simadopted by the two organizations of this city are no plicity and frugality always will be virtues; saving as
more than plain, simple justice to a man who has been certainly always will be one of the vices of community
wronged by a tllghty individual claiming to speak for life.
the Boosters' club of this city without knowing whereof
But what Is saving in its conventional acceptance?
he spoke. They are as follows:
It Is the having of stored wealth In excess of one's
"Whereas, There appeared In the Pitlstiuig Press 01 prooable needs. It is the perversion of a natural disApril 23, 1SU7, certain communications derogatory ;.i position in one to live well for himself and his famthe good name and business integrity of Francis J. Tor- ily according 'o his means, and substituting for this
rance. It is therefore
sane materialism a fetich worship of money. For n
'ttesolved by the Commercial club and the Booster' man inertly to put aside money of the present In anclub of Albuquerque, X. M., in joint session assembled, ticipation of a future necessity cannot be called "saving" in Its accepted sense; this is a duty which he owes
that such communications did not emanate from,
with the approval of the general public of this to himself it nil to his family. It Is when saving becomes hoarding that vlclousness enters Into the equacity; and it is further
"itesolved, That we express to General Torianc tion.
Two friends ate dinner with me a few months ago.
our confidence in his honestly and business integrity,
Each of them was neatly dressed, and noticably the
and believe that all of his acts In this territory
square and above board; and we express our trousers worn by each of them had Vieen newly pressappreciation of the efforts he has made in the develop, ed, one of these men, whom 1 knew to be in poor
ment of New Mexico; that we tender coir hearty support circumstances, spoke jestingly of what a good Job of
to him in carrying out any further plans; ami U is pressing lie had done the night before. I was ex
pressing admiration of his economy aud of his work
further
"Resolved, That these expressions of confidence and when my other guest In bantering tones insisted that
appreciation be properly brought before the general he. too, had done Just as well by his own garment. But
public, and that a copy of these resolutions be for- this I disputed warmly. Why?
For the reason that this second friend worth sevwarded to Gcner.t) Torrance.
eral bundle I thousand dollars, always had been n
"G. L. B Hot IKS,
disciple of saving. He had narrowed under the Influ
' President Commercial Club.
'
I his
one- Idol or
ence of s.ivmg.
closeness In Ins
"P. F. M'CANNA,
nature Is the thing that ha estranged many from him,
' Secretary
Commercial Club.
while I. knowing the many sterling qualities that en"FRANK M'KKK,
ter into bis manhood, often regret Its presence. In the
"Mayor and President Boosters' Club.
case in ,olnt it was meanness only which prompted
John lkk ci.arkf,
him to save a quarter which in community fairness
"Acting Secretary Boosters' Club."
should liae been paid to some tailor striving to make
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TTTEY BEGIV

Is your duty to see
a nf w city hall.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

The Cub's Corner I

!!

Illlf flftl!

Say, young man, pardon th" fam'!-iartbut I'm a stranger here, and
mv chief amusement Is sizing up peoI
ple
meet, guessing their occupation
an dlnqutrlng to see .if I'm correct.
Yese. I hit it quite often. My worst
ditllculty Is barbers ami politicians. 1
never am quite sure which is which.
What's that? No. come to think of
it. 1 don't believe I would care to say

Cash or Installment

F. H. STRONG

y.

that while I was being shaved.
But, to return to the subject. I Just
saw you paying fifteen cents for your
dl'iner, and concluded vou were a
repoiter. Right? I thought so. Of
course, I don't usuallv tackle the victim himself, but I never knew anything that would fiize a reporter.
Now, that I've got you, I want you
to do a little missionary work for the
good of suffering humanity.
I've got
a grievance I want aired, slug head,
top of column, next to pure reading,
where your city council will all read
it.
Do you know this town will literally drive a man to drink yes,
drink, alchohollc indulgence, booze,
beer and high balls. Now. I'm a teetotaler on moral principles. The
other day I was a long way from
my hotel, and was suddenly smitten
with a dry thirst. I cavorted gaiiv
into the nearest saloon, winked at the
bai keeper, and says real familiar:
"Give me a glass of water. John." It
cost me fifteen cents. Even a teetotaler will never stand for paying fifteen cents for a glass of mere water.
The next day being famished. I dropped Into a drug store, and asked if
I might Indulge in a little aqua pura.
The yellow haired young thing had
the effrontery to ask me did I say
soda or Just plain sundae. That cost
me ten and in five minutes 1 was
thirstier than ever. Then I happened
on that drinking fountain on Second
and Railroad.
There were already
seven people ahead of me, and the
two
last
were small hoys wno to save
time dipped the cup In the horse
trough. But I was famished and not
as finicky as I might be at the Harvey house. Just as I was about to
raise the battered cup to my parched
Hps, with vague memories of the old
oaken bucket, and anticipation of the
sweet, cooling draught, an old lady
drove up in a carriage and asked me
would 1 mind to please hand her a
I postponed the Indulgence,
drink.
and gallantly handed her the brimming cup, which ignomlnlously dribbled over a fresh pair of cuffs. She
drank two spoonfuls and then ye
gods she was an old lady a nice
looking old lady somebody calls her
mother I will not say much merely
that fact. She dragged a disreputable,
half matured, lop eared puppv from
under the carriage seat and 'then I
went away. .When I reached the back
door of the White Elephant the dear
thing was ecstatically lapping the nectar which JnpKei' never slppc. emphasizing his; delight vvtiii that exasperating habit pups have of wagging their tails like they wife calling
the fire wagon.
Wouldn't that drive you to drink,
on the square? I'll tell you something
should be done to protect your city's
morals.

any
thei
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We also received 30 rolls of linoleum, and can furnish
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to inspect
largest line cf household goods In the west.

STRONG BLOCK
ooccooocxxxxxx ocx

REFRIGERATORS

I

The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

J Call and Sec Them.
--

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

I

Albuquerque, New Mex.
I

01 ga Nethersole
To Write a Book

Call a

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCJOOOOOOOO
Olga Xethersole is going to write a
book.

The great emotional actress, who
has for nearly a decade past given all
her talents to problem plays and to
foot light agitation of the sex question, is not content with what she
has done along this line on the stage.
She now declares she will take up the
pen and that she will wield It exclusively for the upliftment and encouragement of the down trodden women
who are scorned by society.
In such plays as "Sapho,"
and "The Second Mrs. Tan-- 1
"Ca-mill-

WILL PAY THE BOY.

e"

0

'

SEXTEXt E SEItMONS.
Sorrow is sympathy's school.

Messenp-e- r

and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY
1

We

tO Wist Gold Avenue

are the oldest firm of music dealers

in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.

Love makes the heaviest load seem

light.

To be willing
to be lost.

to be saved alone is

The truly godly see something

di-

vine in all.

Your appreciation may be
Inspiration.

If There

k

7

I

:h'r

k

--

AnylRinS Dearer To
J

XI.

v
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--

s

Learn to find life's worth in your
work more than in your wage.

It's no use praying for power until
you are sure of your purpose.
C-

trl 10 W rong I. id.
The first of May again is here,
I donned my Panama,
,
And blossomed forth the Ice (ream
tdot hes,
I.Ike others that I saw.

"
'

'

I

til

When I appeared upon the st'tet,
I
met a man who sez.
Take off that hat. you're out of style.
Go get a Shriners' fez.

a

'''ilt'rll

mm
...

MM

The class of people who visited Albuquerque via the Shriners' specials
are certainly a credit to the organizais
It
represent.
tion which they
doubtful if any other organization or
a
better.
society could show

11

-

folks.

That's another crowd of Shriners.
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have is that the Sbl inei s w , e not
going to hold the "big doings" in the
metropolis of New Mei,.,. Why not
i

next lime'.'

O

Women lead the World. a
ou tan.
Show nie. if
A sitigle killing managed by
A

h'lorodora man.

h

--

--

--

r.--

Ns

Phone 9S

Gold Ave.

t

COAL

WOOD

i.l

I.

AlhuUrl'qlie
Albuqllelque
and
the honors nobly. Hur-lais that ver l it sent menace of the spirit of Shriners dot wearers
May
tor the
of the
sinliitr.
tbev come soon .igain.
It requite
O
iioie ill. ti aeter. more judgment, more
t use of proportion,
and mole of the saving graces of
Tile morning paper is about to h.,e
hie to determine Ju-- t where and when ami how much another brain sun in. .Mote
llagcrmaiia.
ball be hoarded In fairness and decency than are
O
graces iii almost any other relation ii.
of tin-sAnybody without a f z tod.n felt
lift.
oi l of lonesome.
"Can the average man save money?"
tjtiitkly iiir.-.l- .
sprain
Any man who will be mean enough, selfish enough,
parts
ISalhe
with Chamthe
hard t nough, can save money. Can you doubt that sli" le- berlain's IJalu Halmfreely
and gic-- 'hem
nient fur it moment?
Haven't you seen a hundred
quick
a
absolute rest, and
"uie Is cerof Its truth?
tain. For sale by all lrugg:-ts- .
But whether or not every decent, honorable, manstove lt('airliig.
ly man can afford to try to save money
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
Thai is something for the Individual only to decide. stoves
V. Stoke
a specialty.
and
John A. How land, In Chicago Tribune.
company, 411 West Ktilrcad avenue.

a living.
Here

NciImTmiIc Leaving lice Private

tar.

Slighting Mr. .lame- - llenr.
Il.o-t,. ili wife ,,f VI r
.l.tines
Henry, a line boy. Hurrah for the le- i no
ivy
puiillcaii party: liuigin

UW'TOJl

Corner Fourth and
." nlga Nethersole hits
oed
gleal audiences ail over this e untiy
and in Kngland to tears and close
simpathy with the sorrows and tragedies of types of women who would,
l'l real life, be accorded only scorn,
or. iit best, pity.
Miss Nethersole says she realizes
that tears shed for the stage heroine
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
are. in a degree, only U pel tlcia I. and
TON
PER
that the man or woman who will
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
Aeep With tile St ;ige "I'aniille" a if
50
PER TON
none the slower. next day. to look
With sc.,
r pity, at
st, up,
"'a
"Nevertheless.' 'argues Nethersole,
"the influence of the problem play Is
..t work, broadening the view and
widening the sympathies of the moral
class ami winking toward the encouragement and uplif Uncut of women
AFTER MAY IS
unfortunates."
I'lg.i Nethersole is an earnest and
aa intense w,irker and a woman who
puts her whole heart into her work.
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
and this is why, she says, the battle
for her sister woman has become al
nnpr. WUIIuiuh'
m m
Indian Pile
uiosf d mania with her.
D I L
imtineiit will cure liiilitl
I I
But
UletllNlt
Io LiiiJ
I
F
tuiuurj
fall at our store, please, for a free i JrJ
taP'.it s. li utisnn s ibe
I sUuj
Xjr
sample of 1 r. Slump's "Health Cut
the licking al on, e, ucu
I
pnuiiie, g:c!t lnstahl r
your
tee.
If leal coftee disturbs
Mtttt
B lit.
Hr. W il;iiai,slialKoil'iif(M:t.
stomach, your heart or kidneys, then
,1 U ttreiutred far
les and Lt hJlKve.y
try this Clever Coffee imitation. While
Ing of lire private part.
bin l
In. Shoop has very closely matched
....runt..! ItV arili'lTO.!. ! lllHll Oil
old Java and Mocha Coffee In flavor
o( price. Ml Cent mid I.(SI. WiLLUM
and taste, yet he has not even a sin- V.'NtIF ACTURINR fl . I'rops.. '! velauu.
gle grain of real coffee in it. InBALK BY S. TANN A 0N.
shoop s Health. Coffee Imitation Is
made from pure toasted grains or
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
cereals with malt, nuts, etc. You will CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
surely like Health Coffee. Sold by C
TORE.
N. HHgham.
qtl

il

.

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

0

What is that train with all iho- ear".
From sleepers to the diners.
those
Why ain't you In'aid.' Just

Healer

'if

FOR CASH ONLY

John
pl I
II

S.

Beavcn

J'
m

1
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lilac-KO-

-

IIIF OIII IHtKN
Till: MKN

OK TOHY AI5E
WOM1A OK

1

lOMOKKOW.
Do not injure
their physical ar.d
mental well being with indigestible
I'.emember, they grow best
bread.
when fed best. Select a quality if
bread that you know is made riyiit In
every way.
Under sanitary conditions, of good flour, properly mixed
and baked, so as to be wholesome and
nutritious, ltalliiiKs' bread on tr:a!
will be found to fulfill every require.

PIONCtR BAKERY
207 South

1'lr.t Street.

mi nsivw. my

BUMS
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DEAF

ENlFIDDLING

SOLDIERS

STAND NEGRO

SAN

Philippi-

In

r

train

On account of passenger

Command.

Ninth I'nited
States cavalry passed through Albuquerque this afternoon, en route to
from
the Presidio, at San Francisco, Mon-dav
which place they will sail next
for the Philippines. The troops
are K, F, G and H, all under the
command of Captain Sievert. With
the removal from the United States
of the Ninth cavalry, the only negro
soldiers remaining in the country will
be the Tenth cavalry, now at Fort
Sheridan, III. The Ninth has been
stationed at Fort Leavenworth. Kan.
Shortly after receiving the word
to prepare to sail for the Philippines,
eighty of the troopers were detached
and sent to West Point, N. Y., to be
academy.
stationed at the military
men have only a short time to
Thee
serve, and as thev declined to re-e- n
list it was arranged that they should
Lieutenant
remain in this country.
of Judge
A. J. Davis, brother-in-laF.llsworth Ingals "if this city. and
special
on
the
board
Mrs. Davis were
train carrying the troops.
The horses ami equipment of the
command proceeded the men to San
Francisco.

Four troops of th

No.

being blockaded by the derailment
f train No. 9, at Maxwell City. X. M .
last ni:ht. thre three (leaf mute".
Mark Kearne, P. Martin and M. J.
llodal
Flint, will be takentollrants
Flint, will be taken to Grants. N. M.,
this afternoon on delayed train No.
1.
The men will be In charge of
Special Officer Heard, of the Fanta Fe
service at Isleta, who brought them
here Tuesday night. They were to
have been taken to Grants last night.
When asked several questions thW
morning, the men still pretended that
they were deaf and dumb, and when
the several other prisoners confinedIt
in the holdover were questioned
wa learned that the men had not uttered a word since being placed in
the holdover.
Flint, when asked a question, asked
by signs for a piece of paper and on
it he wrote:
"We sire on our way home to 1"pi.-ve- r.
We were accused of having
broken Into a car. but we didn't. At
Grant we boys were Inside a car. the
door of which was open. A brake-macame along, saw us Inside the
car and threw us off the train. Then
"we were arrested and brought here.
When released we will start for
home."
"You will be taken back to Grants
to stand trial, charged with attempted
burglary and breaking Into a box
car.'' the men were Informed, to
which Flint replied:
"Well, I am glad to go there, for
we will be acquitted, as we are Innocent. We were thrown off the train,
but did not attempt to steal anything, for the car we were in was
mpty."
To pass the time away the men
plaved cards all yesterday afternoon,
and when Chief McMillln looked Into
the holdover this morning they had
utarted on another game.
1

n

'

JAPS

WITH

MONEY

VISIT ALBUQUERQUE
K. Takeuchi and Ii. Hasechimoto,
two wealthy Japs, who have lived In
Denver for about ten years, arrived In
the city last night and left this morning for San Francisco. On May 15.
Takeuchi will sail for Yokohoma,
Japan, his native home, which he has
not seen for seven years. Hasechimoto
will accompany Takeuchi as far as
ban Francisco, where he has a son
living.
"1 runs a pool hall and gambling
thop in Denver." said Takeuchi, "or
rather I did until Monday. I goeR to
Yokohoma. rests up a while and then
sails for Manchuria, where I will start
a sugar beet 'farm. From what 1
hear the land In Manchuria Is fine, for
ugar beets. I likes the United States
and if my farm don't pan out. I will
return here; otherwise 1 remains In
,
,
Manchuria."
Hasechimoto ald that" on account
of the bitter feeling existing In San
Francisco against the Japanese children attending the public schools he
had decided to take his son to Denver
and place him in the schools there.
Hasechimoto said that he had a sugar
beet farm near Denver that is a
money maker, and that within a
years he would sell out and return to the land of the Mikado.
In talking about New Mexico and
Albuquerque the two Japs said that
the city looked prosperous and that
it fhould be a great place w.hln a
few-mor-

hboj't Time.

POLICE COURT
TWO JAGS

roll

JACOIt OSWAI.l
i;i:.GAI(S OICIIKKKIt Ol'T OF
T W X STOLEN W 1 EEL
KK OVEItEl).
1

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett build
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Tfrw

Yum stootts.

$10.34
October Cotton
!
Amalgamated Copper
1354
American Smelters
37 T4
American Car Foundry
95 H
Atchison com
64
Anaconda
99
Baltimore and Ohio
59
llrooklvn Rapid Transit
176T4
Canadian Pacific
. . .
36 H
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western com.... 11
42
Chesepeake and Ohio
25
Krle com
56 V4
Erie 1st pfd
76
Missouri Pacific
1 1 V
New York Central
128
Pennsylvania
113
Heading com
22
Itock Island com
SIT
Southern Pacific
150
Union Pacific
38
U. S. S. com
102 '4
V. S. S. pfd
- . . 16
Greene Cananea
'.
IK1
Shannon
3
Santa Fe Copper
83 V4
Copper Range
92 Vt
i
North Hutte
564
old Dominion
27 '
Hutte Coalition
176
Calumet and Arizona
Sales to noon 326,900 shares.
Total sales 7S4.900 shares.
Money closed 2Hfr3 per cent.
-

Summary of Onndltlon.
York. May 2. American
about
stocks In London irregular,
parity.
Bank of England rate unchanged.
No sign of slackening in demand
for pig iron.
Sharp demand for I'nited States
in
steel common, and Pennsylvania
loan crowd.
National City bank believes current fiscal year will close with treasury surplus exceeding $70,0flft,000.
London believes further redaction
In bank rate to 3 i per cent not Imof
possible with any slackening
French demand for gold.
Interior banks increasing their deposits in New York.
London Copper opening spot 106
10 decline 5's.
Futures 104 Hi decline 5's.
Kansas Cits Livestock.
Kansas City. May 2. Cuttle receipts 6000, including 40ft southerns.
Market steady. Southern steers $4.00
'u 5.50; southern
cows
$3.00 'u 4.50;
stockers and feeders $3.f0 'u 5.J5 ; bulls
i(
$3.0014.50: calves $3.25 5.50 ; western fed steers $4.25 'it 5.60: western
fed cows $3.25 fi 4.75.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market steady.
Muttons $5.50'fi 6.60; lambs $7. loir
M.65: range wethers $5.5O'a7.00; fed
ewes $5.25 fi 6.60.
Chicago livestock.
Chicago, May 2. Cuttle receipts.
6500. Market steadv. Beeves Xi.l'i'iv
fi.40; cows ll.MKl 4. SO; heifers $2.60
'it 5.30;
calves $ 4.00 'd 5.75 ; good to
prime steers $5.35 ' 6.40; poor to medium $4.25 'it 5.30; stockers and feed'
ers $2.90'd 5.15.
Sheep
receipts 12,000. Market
Western $4.40 ft 6. M); yearsteadv.
lings ' $6.75 'it 7.65; lambs $6.50f K.60;
western $6.50 ft 8.70.
Onialu Livestock.
2.
Cattle receipts
Omaha. May
5000. Market slow to shade lower.
Western steers $3.50 ' 5.25 ; Texas
steers $3.25 'u 4.50; cows and heifers
canners
$2.25 ti' 3.50 ;
$2.50tr4.60;
stockers and feeders $ 3.00 'ii 5.00; calves $3.00?i 5.75; bulls $3.00.4.50.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market easier.
Yearlings $6.507.75: wethers $6.40
'it 7.00; ewes $5.7 516.75; lambs $7.50
't fc.50.
New

Jacob Oswald faced Police Judge
this morning for the second
time within tivo weeks, charged with
Ix ing drunk and disorderly. He pleaded not guilty when arraigned, but the
evidence proved otherwise, and he
was lined $10 or ten days. Last week
he was fined
and five days. Immediately after being released
he
Marled out on another jag anil landed
in the holdover at 3:30 o'clock yes
terday afternoon. Officer Joe Salazar
made the arrest.
Manuel Garcia was fined $10 for
violating the city scavenger ordinance
by dumping trash on Mountain road.
The fine was remitted upon Garcia's
promise to clean up the trash.
One Smith and his wife, cripples,
who have been begging about . the
trects for several days, were arrested
last night and confined In the city Jail,
fcmith told Chief McMillln this morn-jn- g
that he had $3. and if released
they would go as .far away as the
13 would take them.
Matt M.itson and Alex I tei son,
the two drunks arrested Tuesday,
Here assessed $10 each at the session
Money .Market.
ct The court held yesterday afternoon.
New York. .May 2. Prime mercanM. G. Itaca, charged with stealing tile p iper 5
'it 6 per cent; silver 65
3 bicycle from Gus GiMtaffsun, a local
contract"!', was acquitted
of the
Spelter Market.
fiaiKe. but held under $25 bond by
firm
St. Louis, May i. Spelt.
trie court pending further Investiga$C4 j 'u 6 47 'i.
tion. Tlie evidence showed that the
lift I w as stolen by Clark Winchell,
St. Louis Wool Market.
a '.ranger, who tried tu sell the bi-St. Louis, May 2. Wool steady, un-- i
to a number of people before
hajjgf d.
.,:!' disposing it to Jtaca for $5.
Tiiolice ale mi the lookout
for
U K'S .OOI. KIM) HOOT IlFFs
Wincheil.
AT
ALTON'S DIU'U STORE.

.Craig
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feel a cheerful glow all over me every
time I get one of your vigorous 'glad
hands.' Certainly the southwest is
the land where the next few years
will show wonderful
development.
Moreover, It Is a historic land, teem-- i
Ing with ancient historic associations
and still peopled with sturdy representatives of ancient races. We New
Knglanders are prone to boast of our
I'uritan ancestry, but you here ante
date us in the matter of European oc.
cupatlon by over a hundred years.
And there is so much romance woven
Into your history; so much poetry,
sentimental and tragic. Indeed, 1 am
glad to have this opportunity to see
something of your city and to meet
my brother Shriners here."
"I don't believe in being a camel,"
said a portly Shriner to a noble
brother. "A camel can go eight days
without drink I guess you've heard
that before, but where Is the
station? Let's go liquidate."
tlie sights.
The excursion of tne Shriners Is
Ida lined to allow of extensive sightseeing. A stop Is made at Colorad i
Springs, from which city a trip up
likes Peak and visits to the other attractions In that vicinity are niadi'.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado in
Arizona Is on the program for a visit
and then, after six days in Los Angeles, the trip will continue up the
coast us far as British Columbia. Thence, via the Canadian Pacific to St. Paul, the delegates will retain! east.
The Third Train.
Murat temple, of Indianapolis, due
8
here at
o'clock last night, arrived
nt 4:45 o'clock this morning. 115
stroug. Including the ladles.
When
the train arrived here most of the
nobles and ladies were asleep, but the
local committees soon had them
awake.
This caravan was In charge of K.
J. Jacoby, potentate, and t). L. Wade.
The Indianapolis party left that city
Monday morning, stopping at lenver,
Colorado Springs, Santa Fe, and on
account of the blockade near Maxwell City, was delayed In coming here.
Potentate Jacoby 'said:
"We have had a dandy time, seeing
the wonderful Weston country, meeting Shriners of other temples, being
entertained and telling yarns."
Mr. Jacoby Is the Junior member
of the well known law firm of Fairbanks & Jacoby, of Indianapolis, the
senior member being Vice President
Charles B. Fairbanks, who was only
Initiated into Murat temple on April
12, this year.
Vice President and
Mrs. Fairbanks are to attend the Los
Angeles meeting, but will go via Salt
Lake City.
Among the members of the Murat
temple who spent several hours here
were: Horace K. Smith, past potentate; Abram Pilklngton.
Oreenlleld,
Ind., and Denton F. Belllngsey. The
three men named above are the delegates of Murat temple to the Imperial council.
Several of the sppfjal trains carrying temples to 'California, due here
last night, did not arrive on account
of the derailment of passenger train
9, at Maxwell City, N. M.

A new and peculiar genius Is nowYou
holding forth in Albuquerque.
won't need to go out of your way to
meet him; you won't need an Intro
duction to know him. He will speak
to you If he sees you; he speaks to
everybody, for he is a genial soul.
He has a wealth of tawny, tangled
locks to reach to his shoulders, and
he claims lineage of the house of
Buffalo Hill.
"Yes. sir, my name Is Reuben Cody,
anad I'm the son of KufTalo Bill," he
and I'm the son or Buffalo Bill, he
a musician, a violinist, and 1 can do
more tricks on the violin than any
living musician. I've challenged the
best musicians in this country and
England to play with me, but none
of them don't dare. The tricks 1 do
with the fiddle would twist the ordinary man into a pretzel, and they
never could get the kinks out of their
backs when they got through."
Then wlrey Reuben proceeded to
He started up the tune,
illustrate.
"Pop Goes the Weasel."
What !
did to that tune would flustrale a
hyena, let alone a poor weasel.
He
played the air fore and aft that is,
he played it in front of him and behind him. He played it with his Instrument raised aloft over his head;
he played it standing on one foot, and
with the bow scraping from under
his raised knee; he played with the
bow Jield In his teeth; he played that
tune in as many different ways as a
contortionist can twist his body, and
always true to the air.
With a lowly bow the musician ec
centiique
paused and commented
again on his achievements.
"I played
at the at the what's the name of
opera
big
In
Chicago?
house
that
the Colliseum no, the Auditorium
I played there one night; the same
night Kuhellk played. 1 wasn't on
the bill I ain't claiming that but
they let me go on and show what
could do after his royal highness was
done with his fancy stunts. And say,
you ought to have heard them give
me the hand.
They didn't applaud
Kubelik half as much. They throwed
money on the stage ut me till they
had to get a coal shovel to scoop it
up. No, sir; I ain't no slouch on the
fiddle, as you can see. Just hear this
As a new evidence of versatility he
executed a number of imitations. In
his thin fingers the instrument became
a thing of passion, and "Polly wanted
a cracker" Just as natural as life; a
pump handle squeaked In the most
realistic manner; an ailing infant
squalled; a dog barked; cats, a w hole
chorus of them, mewed, and the finale
the clarion strains of a calliope rent
the air.
"Iet me tell you of a fight I had
with a mountain lion the other day
continued the genius, who was not
eccentric enough to loathe an inter
view.
"It was about ten miles from
here, up In the mountains.
I was
fooling along, when suddenly a big
mountain lion Jumped out at me. At
I was going to soak him with a
'flrt
rock, but, pshaw ! that wouldn't have
done no good, so I Just began to play
on my violin.
At the first note the
wild beast became as gentle as a klt- got through playing
I
ten.
Before
that poor Hon was weeping like a ma.i
with a crying Jag.
Don t tell mc
1
music ain't got no power.
know PITTSBURG

I

better!"

,

i

21 years old and has
much all over this
his violin on the
various promiscuous
resorts, for a living
musical education In

Reuben Is only
traveled pretty
country, playing
streets and in
though popular
He received his
Kansas City.
CATTLE

SUFFERED
SAN

IN

LOUIS

VALLEY
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FEDERATION

ie

12:35

The Syria temjde, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
arrived on & special train at 12:35
o'clock this afternoon. The Pittsburg
party numbered 145 persons, of whom
55 are women.
The train conslMed
of nine cars and ail were luxuriously
equipped with every modern convenience. There were two dining cars,
five Pullmans, a buggage car and a
club car. which is furnished
with a. piano, library, buffet, barber
shop and bath room.
The train was
in charge of Wm. A. (liitllth.
Tim
potentate of the Syria temple Is Wm.
Hobinson. Other representatives and
guests on board were Wm. S. Brown,
Imperial treasurer of the Shriners of
North America: leo. McCannis. Alex
Oilier, C. II. VI n key, of the Mackay
Steel Co., and Mr. and Mrs. K. A.
Smith.
The Osiris temple, of Wheeling, W.
Va., is also represented "i this train.
V.
Osiris representatives are t.eo.
Watershau, Jt. C. Linsley and W. Irwin, it. K. Shubert is in charge.
Among the temple delegations lh.U
are scheduled to arrive tonight are
Macca temple, of New York; Zenobla
temple, of Toledo. 7a m Zem Icmple,
of Klie, and the Saladiu temple, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Owing to H
wreck on the road tlie time of arrival
is uncertain.
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SEE PRESIDENT Have

you rode the ,,111,1 et.
Way down in Am.i Minor .'
Have you cro.-e-d
the burning sands
Are you a Mystic Shriner .'
Washington.
C. May 2. Wilyou
Have
seen
liam A. Coakley. John S. Henry and
the painting jet.
And mystic cmhlems with it?
Maurice lirouu, representatives of the
Central Federal ion I'nion of New Look on the Alvarado's tower:
York, had a talk to. lay with
That's it and Stacy did ii.
Roosevelt today concerning Ills
letter to Keprt seiita ve Sherman
Stiiry'x ht r- - Pi always be,
Mover and Haywood ts "unH hil- - iaiiiti-rcniiif ami p.i.
desirable itlzei s."
Stacy's piihiteii Albuquerque and
g
While they declined to say
all Xtw
about their interview further F'linviiliitf faces Mislni.
turn to smile-- ,
than that it was "pleasant and
KxpamlliiK
nrlns k'i with it.
i
th
as learned that
Wht-you'ye hail ymir ..ilm lug il
president
lll wrjte a letter to the
Tip h'ain that Siary ili.l it.
union to be read at Its meeting next
Sunday at
hu ll t;lne the committer Stacy's busim-ilm-I
nut
ill report.
int-r- i
ly ilay tu day;
Hut
eVHrybn.ly
kip.
li.iul.l
luri
lOO I.A'li: TO CLASSIFY,
Thai Sta y's heistay.
y
Ami wh.-iwuul to
liKXT-Nev- Nly
(
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"An old line" insurance company,
with ample capital, solid, confcerva-tie- .
e
Minimfr Is Mire here." said
progressive. Writes liberal
Judge CialK this afternoon, louk- of insurance
and inves'mtnt. " K up itallrodil
acnue from Second
I'n witt & liewltt. Managers, Com- stieet. "Just look
there."
mercial club building.
Two women and a little girl about
1? years of ape, were walking up ihe
NOTU F. TO 1IOK.SF OWXFKS.
street, 'ihe only unusual thlntf about
the trio was the way Ihe girl was
Tlie Albuquerque Carriage Com- warbed.
Kvery summer the mother
pany, First mid iijeras, lias secured ol AlbuiUeriue
compel their small
llm mtWccs of it firt- - lass
boys ami Kills lo wear hoe. but no
uiul guarantee all work, or no m.
stockings, except a sort of xpats.
MickniK up over the
lop about
The Women's Christian Temper- an
ance union will meet at the home of
Tlo kill was dressed in that manMrs. I'almer. J00 North High street, ner, and wtnle her
was rather
tomorrow afternoon, tit 2.3v. A good ttrudive. ulll her Jrnn
hare Jegs made
attendance is desired.
the j.lcture Judioruoun.
l1..-lic-

con-trai-

Pvtoi

Phonographs
IIS feuutll M'xlul Mltft

ts

liorM-slioc-

VYpp

im-h-

table, serviceable room of
all.
Call anil ce our Mock

PORCH SHADES

ALBERT FA BUR'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

I

INTERVIEW

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

HllltlUllIIIltt

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Sellers on Silver City.
Col. li. K. H. Sellers, the successful

real estate man. returned to the city
this morning from a business trip to
Silver City.
"There Is the busiest town In the
country." said the colonel. "F.very-bod- y
is doing business down ihere, es
pecially the merchants.
The first
morning after I landed In town, I saw
ten ten mule teams going up the street
one after the other. Each team was
hauling two big ore wagons. They
were bound for the Rurro mountains,
I was told.
It looked like old times."

rem

EC;;S

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

WHEN

you pay all bills by

check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is 4
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

S.

C. F. Alien

O000O0O00fK)OO0f

Tin Roof
Sbcep-dl- p
Ing.
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe ami llrpair Work
-

119

West Gold

ln tarf?e tracts--

22, So. Zaklms.

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Place Your

Order Early.

Title

.

atb.

F. Tomei & Brothers w.r. r.
Albuquerque's Leading Tailor

Waste Land
W&nl(f

West Gold Ave.

book.
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you pRld each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

Paddle horses a specialty. Rest
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
Sadie, the picnic wagoi.
HAMimOOK irnos.
Phone
t!2 John Ktrrrt

208

o

Puts System Into Your Business

Highland Livery

1- -2

1

A Checking Account

HATCHING.

CortuV-e-

1

?0COtK00OOtK00

Eggs $1.50 ped setting. Rose comb.
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
Pure bloods. 2 4 laying hens. Address
J. K. Pauley, F.stancla, N. M.

GalvanlMi Iron

H. ANDRUS

N".

to

Where to Dine Well

V. S. A

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

10 per cent.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
-

Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
small cash payment

A

nderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

and

Proprietor

120.00 a month will buy a
ho'j-e- .
with bath.
REALTY

C0.t

Convenience - Comfort - Security !

J. K. ELDER, Armljo Building.

o

The Albuquerque
Hats Cleaned and Docket! in
ait' Style Panamas a Specialty
Clothing
steam
Ex- h aiKKl ami I'resMtl.
Orders
Attended
to
ires
Promptly.

Corner
I 3rd St. &. Gold Ave.
0
Phone

UtO.

00OO0O00OQ00i
GROCERY

I X L

.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOTJ

Hatters

Meat

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy'
screen doors in both strenKth and price.
screens that are as strong-- as a door at 7 cer.tis j.er foot Window
at ths
eastern-mad- e

PJAiNTi;NG MILIi
SUPKlIOR
SEE OUR NF.W ltliirir UHlimvn

CrCOfK00OsKC0
C.

BALDRIDGE

3CCC0X000
iy

Groceries
low i.iices.

CASH SIT.CIAI.S
or Saturday, May 1th.
2c sweet potatoes, per can.ir.c
15
Standard corn, 2 cans
lie can salmon, jier can., loo
SptiKhctll. Vermicelli and
l(k'
.Macaroni per jikg
;:.f. Ifreakfast fall Coffee
per lb
20c
Winger Snaps
2Jc Princess
per pkg-20'
2?,.6
Kuril Kmk. -pkxs
Korve. per pkgluc
25c
i bars tilk toap.,.,
I

IX TOTJR HOME

S
PAINT Covers more, locks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always ln stock.
Plaster. Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET ASD COAL AVE. ALIirgrEltQl E, XEw IEX.

40

High Grade
y

A TELEPHONE

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Your Health

marvelou-l-

pr
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your borne.
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901 Soul!) Edith

at

telephone

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Market

Phone

NEU

J ne

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

AND- -

by your
is (Mta'.ly inthiemeil
dii t.
innl food is always to
he had of us. We make a
of selling Mrlctly fresh,

paint ynu up a siyn,
under Stai y did it.

Stai--

udor

tsot

geles he said at t..e Alvarado:
"As the annual meeting of the
supreme lodge of Knights of
Pythias comes west this year I
think that Albuquerque has an
excellent chance of securing the
meeting. 1 pride myself that It
was my work that helped to get
the meeting at Springfield last
6 year In the face of the valiant
efforts of Judge Abbott, who
winked for this city, and I think
4 we can afford to help you this
year. I certainly will boost for
you all I can."
4

tpe-ciai-

d

buggies, one rubber tired; both
gains, at 5U5 Mountain road.

Tin:

I

Most Comfortable Placa

in tha Housa."

i

c

furnished outside rooms. modern bath, half Have
block from Kailroad avenu". "The

...

"Tha

t

AsdrtM, b

ARRIVE AT

Folt

-

-

Col. C. L. Young, potentate of
the Melha) temple of Shriners,
of Springfield, Mass.,
besides
being a notable Shriner is also
a member of the Knights of Py- 4 thlas. and before he left with
his party last night for Lou An- -

satih-facory- ."

ft

thmlrt will jIt
a cool, preluded restful
retreat on tlie liottest days,
practically adding another
rwm to jour borne and
that room tlie most comforVmlcr

you

SHRINERS

STACY
REPRE-TATIV-

Cool

life-savi-

76-fo- ot

Charles Laukey, a well known cattleman of Alamosa, Colo., who has
been in the city for several days, left
for his home last night, after disposing or a large herd here. In talking
ubout the conditions near Alamosa,
b,' said:
"When I left Sunday night 1t was
snowing, with about three Inches on
the ground. The snow of the week
before lft three feet on the ground
and for a few days all of the cattle
in the San I.uls valley were without
fuml. Tlie snow covered up the grass
and all the animals hail to eat was
During that perKhrulis and leaves.
iod their bellowings could be heard
miles.
Fortunately though, none
lor
were Juut or frozen.
"The Rio Grande. Is already over its
banks and as the mountains are covexpect to see the
ered with snow.
liver overllowlng Its banks down In
New 11e.xro soon."
Mr. lunkey comes to Albuquerque
about three times a year ami his type
of ciUtle always find easy buyers.

Make Your
Hot Porch

So Says Potentate Young of
Springfield. Mass.. Get
Busy Boosters.

Eroin Pnge One.)

rm.'

LINE

OF K. OF P.

d

(ConUviif--

IN

FOR BIG MEETING

STORM

Wandering Minstrel Claims
Same Blood as Scout-Prouof His Musical Ability.

page

CITIZEN.

TRAIN- - ALBUQUERQUE

IN

LOADS

STRIKESTOWN

Prisoners and Police Hold Ultimate Destination the
Davis
nes-Lieutenant
Signed Statement

EVENTXH

OF SHRINERS

RELATIVE

BUFFALO

FRANCI!

Dialogue.

'ALBUQUERQUE

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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NORTH SECOND ST.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE-

PAGE 8IX.
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Corncob Pipes Best
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BEER

"That so? Mr. McCandless. you
make the test."
"Nope." said McCandless. assistant
"1
prosecuting attorney.
refuse M
drink warm beer. Instruct the clerk
to taste It."
But the clerk was also temperate.
"Better try It yourself. Judge." Mc
Candless then suggested.
"Never drink while working." said
the Justice. "Anyone here willing to
,
taste this stulT?"
None of the courtroom loungers
volunteered.
"First time I ever beard of beer
being refused around
the court
house," said the Judge. He took the
legal
Case under advisecase the
ment until Wednesday.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOCXTO

CXXXOOOCXXXXXXXDOOOOCXJ(XJCXj

(From Los Angeles Examiner.)
"There wont be an Eskimo living
In a few years unless Arctbk expeditions cease. I can prove that ex
ploring parties commit awful sins
against the northern natives.
"The Eskimo as a race is doomed.
The white man is killing him with
liquor und vices. The Eskimos who
went to Buffalo and Chicago to the
fairs of the white man returned to
Hedron ruined in health and mind.
given in
"Look at the pictures
slereopttcon
views
explorers'
at
places anil you will recognize Eskimos,
that are almost white.
There is no necessly for polar
I am satislied that there
is nothing at the pole except an open
sea. which freezes over. There Is no
limil Ihuru
Una tnlirlit lnut aa
CO
out In the hronil Atlnnfle from
Coney Island on a cake of ice to
prove something as to drift across the
north pole."
In such plain language Dr. Wilfred
T. Grenfell, master mariner, known
the world over for his missionary
natives,
work among the Labrador
gave his views on the subject of uie
Arctic region here today.
d,
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Trousseau Cost

$250,000

o
8

When Miss Mariah Fish, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
Stuyvesant Fish,
weds Albert Z. Gray in June, she will
be the hest dressed bride that ever

took the vows of marriage In this
country.
The wedding gown alone
cost $50,000, nnd the trousseau complete is said to represent an outlay
of a quarter million.
in
The trousseau was purchased
Paris and has Just nrrlved In New
lingerie
York.
dainty
For the
alone
six huge cedar chests were required.

c

w

MAY 3. 1!07.

'
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well-to-d-

my

MISS MARIAN FISH.

Who Will

America's
Br hie.

tM

llet lire.

Such a bewildering variety of musl.afnpa ,lAllk.
lins anil llnnna noi-aed the eyes of a prospective bride,
i
imeu ine nearis ot her friends.
mane oy Parisian experts, are also
hi me tuiicciioii ui nnery.
The rjUrChnslniP nf 41,. Ipnnoaaaii
was a simple affair for Miss Fish.
A girl of exactly her proportions waa
engaged as a model und with a New
iuik. cosiumer, sent to Paris. There
the elaborate wedding outfit waa
bought, the dresses and other articles
being fitted to the "model." The purchasing and posing for gowns have
kept the model and coMumer busy
for the past three months.
t

keep

Ale you feelin' blue an' glum,
''ause your luck is "on the bum?'

Hiinauiiiisi

kg Powder

( Made from grapo Cream of Tar

tarj absolutely freo from alum,
Strongestpurestrmost economical
anhealfhfufon
agents
Carefully uard your food from alum.
HTt

vri-''-

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, siou.ooo

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Amp's Msan
. Scliacfcr.
By F.
"Ah, Osgar, you alzo are looking a new house for? For why dit you nod
bring your references Instead of ynw furnadjure?"
"I wass able to carry der furnadjure. so der references are coming In
van."
iIt muting
"Iss id it not comlgal dot when we are inofing eferdvlng iss ad a stant
still!"
"Oxeept der
"Dey say dree mofes iss as goot as a fire."
"impossibility!
Dere iss no Insurance."
"Are you moling a department house into?"
"Yess. I am going to take a switt of rooms."
"You mean swoote. Iss der surroundments quietness?"
"Sure. Der boiler factory negst door Iss closed on Sunday.
"How are der neighbors?"
"Dey are veil."
"1 mean, are dey go.it neighbors?"
"Best in der vorlt. Why, alretty der Chinose launtry In der bessment
gives me credit "
"I don't belief I voult like to lif dele."
"h. you voult nod mint id. You are ad home nefer anyhow, your
vife tells me."
"Keep on! Keep on! I vill ketch you in a He some day, yed."
"Ef I say id myseluf, I am a good tenant."
"Proof id, blease."
"Veil, when I mofed in der lasd house hi hat no bath towels nor teeth
brushes. Yed, when I tnofed ouid, id hat colt und running vater on all
floors und der cellar wass half full of Id."
"Led me tolt you a Incidental vich Incidented Itseluf to me. When I
vent to der agent to obtaining der keys he set. 'How many In der family.''
Just like dot 'How many in der family?' 1 says. 'How many vot'." Den
he Insuldet me."
"Vot dit he say?"
"He set. 'Human beings.1 "
"Der nerf of him! Ef der truth wass known. I bet he iss partly human hlmseluf."

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

DEPOSITOU

FOR THE ATCHISOX,

and

Solicits

TOPEKA AXD SANTA FE KT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OmCKRB AMD DIRECTOR
JOSHUA a. RATN0LD8
m

Prwsidtat!
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m-..vice
treaiaeiiiii
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CMbWi

FRANK McKBS
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

Girls WHo Pay
TJtaeia Way

AMlatant Caahlw
Director

U. m.
ROtlTORY
Capital
Autaorlied
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Teeekt k Santa Fe
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an. Soon she grew homesick and
(By Walter Williams.)
A girl can make all of her expenses pined for congenial company of her
and complete a course in the Uni own sex. Next she tried the home
who needed some
versity of Missouri at the same time. ot a professor
This has been done and is being done help. She was unable to sit at meals
at present by a number of students with the family as her duty was to
wait the table. Again she grew loneat Columbia.
The work has often ly.
When at her bluest, the adviser
been varied and frequently
thorns of women
could cheer her for a.
are scattered along the way. but w
but the girl gave up the strugthose who preservere are honored and glehile,
afterthree weeks. She was too
respectful.
young to be thrown on her own reMiss Caroline Frances Gruner. of sponsibility.
St. Louis Is a striking example of
Those with a little money are more
what a young woman may accomA girl in New York City
plish. She has done typewriting for successful.
a course of lectures given
Dean A. Boss Hill and in the presi- attended
by Dr. A. Ross Hill at Cornell one
dent's office.
Her thorough knowlHis teaching so Impressed
edge of foreign languages make her summer.
her that, with a friend, she started
ccmpetent to copy many theses for for
the University of Missouri to oe
At present
the professors.
she la in his
classes. One of the girla had
working on a learned paper on
a
limited
income and by securing
Philology." Such work board and room
for $3 a week is getas this brings seventy-fiv- e
cents a ting along nicely.
companion
page, while ordinary work is done at secured work with a Her
professor's famtwenty-fiv- e
cents an hour.
Miss ily. Once a day she washes ihe dishGruner has not received a cent of es and in the afternoons cares for
money except her earnings for years. three young children.
Her people
Her way through preparatory school send
money for books and
was made entirely by her own ef- clothes. her These
two purpose to finforts. In addition to the outside work ish a course in the
college,
necessary to meet all of her expenses to which Dr. Hill Is teachers'
dean.
well, Miss Gruner has taken part in
The
Student
Life.
of
i:Hnse
the various activities of school life.
adviser of women claims laat
She has carried full work In the uni- anThe
allowance of fifty dollars a month
versity and has done work of Phi is sufficient
to keep a girl In luxury.
Beta Kappa quality. She is especially
Pearl Smith, secretary of the
popular with the university girls. Miss
W.
Y.
C. A., has made a close study
She was edltor-Jn-chlof the girls' of the minimum
cost of a thirty-si- x
number of the Independent, an hon- weeks'
She places it at $200
or highly prized. She Is historian of exclusivecourse.
of clothes and railroad fare.
the
class this year and is
she divides as follows: Board,
chairman of the committee on the This
10; books, $20; Incilaundry,
$l:!;
senior play. She is secretary of the dentals. $44.
student Protective association a mu
girl
A 'Varsity
often works an hour
organization
tual health
insurance
day. washing dishes, sweeping,
among the students. Next year Miss adusting
making
and
For this
Gruner purposes to spend in New she gets a dollar a beds.
Other
lork City making a study of prac students are hired to week.
stay
in the
tical philanthropy.
After that she house with children while paremts
will do Juvenile court work.
attend social functions. Five girls
IjiiiikIivss For Her Fellows.
are doing this regularly for twenty-fiv- e
A dozen or more other university
cents an evening, although it is
girls operate a typewriter from two sometimes
difficult for the girls to
to four hours a day. But not every get home alone.
When a party is
girl in the University of Missouri un- - given girls are needed
to assist In
An entirely serving and In the kitchen, but the
lerstands stenography.
different kind of work Is done by a students are never satisfied unless
pretty
whose I they have steady employment.
brunette
home Is in Columbia. She has learn
a girl contemplates entering
ed to do fine laundry work.
Each the hen
way
university and making
week in the warmer
months
she she should be firmly convincedherof her
makes a trip to Bead hall and gets determination
to
win
before
she
1 number
of pieces of delicate hand
in. Miss Mary B. Breed, the
made lingerie, real laces and the like. starts
of women, makes the followThis work brings her a revenue of adviser
ing statement:
z or more a week, as the price of
a girl wants to earn her
"When
a shirt waist varies from twenty-fiv- e
way through the university she ought
to fifty cents. Tins gives her suffi
to be able to do some one thing well.
cient money to pay for her clothes. Frequently
girls come to me and say
nooks and incidentals.
board
lle
they would like to do something
she secures at home. After graduat- that
to earn money and I say, Well, what
ing In the teachers' college in 1909 can
you do?'
The usual reply is,
regproposes
to teach. She is a
she
"Anything" usual-l- v
anything.'
ular attendant at meetings of the Y. Almost
A girl who is
means "nothing."
.
C. A. and moves
happily
in really expert In any sort of work can
her own social set.
be sure of earning a living at the
Another sophomore In the teach university, provided her health is sufers' college has chosen an allied avo- ficiently good.
Such girls always
cation. Manicuring Is her field and have the help and encouragement of
she launders the hair instead of or- - the university authorities.
girls
gande. She hustles for business and who can do nothing well But
virtually
places many an advertising placard make themselves objects of charity.
of ingenious design in the women's On the other hand, girls who ere
apartments.
cents a
For twenty-fiv- e
and skillful often confer in
girl may get a shampoo .without any zealous
benefit on those who em
worry. This student lias money to estimable
may regard themselves
ploy
them
pay for her clothes and Incidentals, as givers and
rather than receivers of
but her work brings her $3.60 p charity.'
week to pay for her board and keep.
One t.irl Who Ilccttme Iisoourugcl.
Sore Nipples.
Some girls, however, give up the
Any mother w ho has had experience
struggle when those blue times come,
this distressing ailment will be
as they are likely to come. Two with
brothers, who had worked their nay pleased to know that a cure may be
through school. were anxious for affected by applying Chamberlain
their young sister to try the same. Salve as soon us the child Is done
At the age of 1 7 years the sister ar- nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth
among total before allowing the babe to nurse.
rived In Columbia
strangers.
She easily secured em- Many trained nurses use this salve
ployment In a boys' boarding house, with the best results. For sale by
londueted bv a very estimable wom- - ull druggists.

Facilities.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier- - W J
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge Solo- - '
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.
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and Unsurpassed

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1160,000.00.
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A Bit of Vaudeville
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$2&0,000.t
Railway

Umptay

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that

it will be kept

STRICTLY

PRIVATE

iState National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE
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meerschaum can lay no claims to
be true pipe lover.
"Getting down to cheap pipes, we
find all kinds of combinations. Bowls
are made of apple knots, cherry and
roeswood. A few horn pipes are on
the market. Celluloid, rubber, bono
horn and cane are used in making
stems for inferior pipes. A bone
pipestem is not so bad, but the rest
are pretty poor. But to tell the truth,
app'.e knots and some of the other
imitations of briar make a better
smoke than the genuine French

The Imltaltons burn out faster, but
as they are softer they absorb more
of the nicotine.
l'rrut-l- i
Hilar 1Mm! are Popular.
"(Jenuine French briar comes only
la the high grade pipes.
Briar pipes
are nearly all labeled 1, 2, or 3. Firsts
are the roots, which are the hardest
a:;l color prettiest. Seconds come
frm the trunk of the tree and thirds
from the branches."
"Which Is the more popular with
users of cheap pipes, the corncob or
the clay pipe," the dealer was asked.
"The corncob. You must not refer
to the 'Missouri meerschaum' as a
cheap pipe. It is only an Inexpensive one, and gives the finest cleanest
smoke to be found. You would be
o
surprised to know how many
and cultured men go home, put on
old smoking Jackets, go up to their
'dens' and enjoy the evening with
corncobs. Clay pipes are seldom sold
in tobacco stores. Children use them
In blowing bubbles, and a few old
women and some 'backwoods' people
The man that hi. not colored smoke them.

Cream

CITIZEN.

(From Kansas City Star.
Emll Ijeupold, a groceryiiian, who
Is accused of selling liquor without n
license, was on trial In Justice Boss'
court veslerdav.
Ora Cresap, a patrolman, testified that March 29 he
boudit four bottles of beer at eu- po'd'' store, corner Independence
iiv.if and Cherry street. l.eupoM
declared that the bottles did not contain beer. The bottles were placed
In evidence.
"The only way to find out whether
that Is beer Is to taste It." said Justice Boss, as he hold up one of the '
bottles. "Ollicer Oresay. taste this.
"Can't do It, your honor. Been 'on
the wagon' three years." replied the

two-hour-

"A corncob," Is the replyot
out of ten tobacco men when asked
what is their favorite kind of pipe.
"Of course," said one dealer t!u
other day." the corncob cannot be
omoked on the street, or anywhere
else hi public. But fur a nice quiet
evening at home, give me a 'Missouri
meerschaum.' "
In Judging pipes there are three
things to be considered: bowl, stem
and tobacco. Poor tobacco will mak;
the best pipe taste flat. Lovers of
pipe smoking never allow cheap tobacco to be used in their pipes, some
even go so for as to declare that but
one kind of tobacco should be used in
every pipe.
"Leaving out the consideration the
cob pipe, which Is only for home use.
or for working men, the best kind
of pipes are to be found noly In the
high grade articles.
These cheap,
celluloid stem pipes are not O be
tolerated by men of discrimination,"
said a dealer.
Mocrscliuunis art' too Costly.
"About as good a combination as
can be obtained i a French briar,
amber stem pipe. If both the briar
Svnd the amber is genuine, a nice,
sweet smoke Is bound to be obtained
with good tobacco.
"Meerschaum pipe are not generally used. Nearly every smoker has
a valuable meerchaum at home but
they axe seldom used. They are usually sold with &mter stems, and
they make a comfortable smoke.
They are light in weight, therefore
not hard on the teeth. The meer- -

TASTE
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k.tchen of great size, hut brought up
fly Afno Weston Lonilon.
Improvements.
a to date by Americanranges,
Hie majesty the hthy
hu
great
coal and
hotel for his own exclusive u- In Lon- There ate two
The laundry, where all band
is.
don town. At"l one of the tirv. itue-- t
room
Is
done,
the
furnace
work
at the unique hotl was nn AnuMkan its hot water supply and retort with
for
baby! In fact. American Inliics pat- burning refuse, and the coach house
ronize It a Kieat ileal. At preei,i sin i:- also in the basement.
the
In
are
ai! th- -r
gle rooms htp ti'.i('ti'-allhouse are arranged a score of
to he hiiil. the suite" !ei.ia l.n.ike.l coi.-A
mail carts and perambulators.
week" nheml.
Inclined runway to the street
Officially the hot.-- i kniwn ;i the!
l.e.'ii built, so that his or her
Norland Nurseries. I: is situite.i in a has
carriage need not be car-rimi'i-stv'grent house in Pmlr;i1ite
'iuar.
ui any stairs.
On the ground
close to the he.iutlfu! Ke:iit'ig!on
a
suite of guests' apartments
of fio .r is
the outdoor spiv
side, and on the other
and made so fimous- lv J. N. Rarrte. on the one
and sewing rooms. The other
In "The Little Whit- HiM."
re all suites or single
Rut despite the tit'-- ' .f "Nurseries" a I u Moors
tinents.
is a
the house In
inaie
( p to Date la r.qiilpniont.
in h
i
hotel as we kmvv si; li
United States. Kor lnstsm'e a baby
Mverything about the hotel Is up to
Could drive up to the house in a cib lite and Americanization Is plainly
lie
i:
t,, i
with Its bapKaKe
seen in the modern furniture
a room. Just as a rmvii-u- )
Each suite has Its
:u.d appliances.
any
hotel.
nt
American
mlsht
own bathroom, its own china closet,
of course, i. lien air refrigerator and linen room.
the nre.it
comes nfteru ar.l. That baby w.iu'ul. to The rooms ore magnificent In size. In
become more than a tran ient gaes: of !:ht. In ventilation.
In fact, each
a nieht. have to srive references. And suite is modeled after the perfectly
these references muc be of the lush- equipped nursery of the woman of
est. There are also restrictions as to wealth and station.
- from
muxthe aires of guests. They
The furniture of the several suites
And then has been specially built for the little
1 month old up to s years
w
they must be gentle f dks. a id hite guests. Chairs. tables, sofas are
as to color.
li:'.!putian. Washstands. bowls and
Accommodation at the hote! in pitchers, the cutlery, dishes, sliver,
cludes apartments from a siniie room might be that of large dolls because
to a suite. With e tch a ir'nient is of its size.
Included the exclusive ue uf one or ' The hotel service differs from the
more nurses.
adults' hotel In that a doctor and n
An
I.Ilil
visit the guests regularly, and
The Idea of the Barnes' hotel is th.jt a nursery governess Instructs
woMrs. Walter Ward's, an En Kiih
those old enough in elementary kinman noted for her accomplishments dergarten work. Hut otherwise the
education. rule's are as strict as the rules of an
In the cause of practical
for
For years Mrs. Ward w as head of the i American plan hotel. The hours
There Is break-fis- t,
school
in the north' meiis are regular.
Norland Practical
lunch, noon dinner, tea and supof London. She found the greatest
need of England's social an., domestic per. Morning and afternoon come
In the private park of
airings
life was skilled and carefully trained
souare or in Kensington gar
nurses for children. So Mrs. Ward,
Morning and afternoon naps
who is a very wealthy woman, es- dens.
tablished the Norland institute. She ire also on the time table, which has
Pembridge
10
as
huge
bought a
nuinv rules for the nurses as for
house at
nquare, In the West End of London. the euests.
In the hotel there Is a head nurse
There she founded a training school
times and another head
for nurse but nurses of infants and in charge day
its
greatest
only.
nurse
now
Is
at night. Each suite hasnight
the
It
children
training institute of Its kind In the ow n head nurse and its day and guest
world. Its graduates are In demand nurse. So that practically each
has two nurses and a day and night
In the four quarters of the earth.
From this institute was evolved the nurserv.
Babies 'hotel. It Is a large success. Miunscsj tor Guests at "The Norland."
The charges are Inclusive of ac
The first guest was the 6 months-old
girl of a wealthy American mining commodations, meals, laundry, heat,
engineer. He had been suddenly call- electric light and attendance, the In
ed to the South Africa and wanted to elusion of all of which is something
hotake with him his wife, but not the out of the ordinary for Englishas low
baby.
tels. Single rooms can be had
as $7 per week and up to $10.50.
Tlie Ruby HoM's Patron.
cost
The children of British army offi- Suites to accommodate three
cers, of wealthy widowers, of those from $10.50 per guest to $35 per
who have no houses, but live In ho- week for one entire suite to a guest.
A certain German princess had her
tels these and the children of American visitors who want to rush around two children in one of these suites
Europe, without the Impediments of for two months this winter while shev
babies and nurses, are the principal paid a round of visits to English coun-trguests.
houses. She could not take her
Frequently letters and telegrams infanta with her visiting, yet sue had
are received Instructing a nurse to them within reach of an hour of two's
meet one of the American steamer travel.
A seaside cottage hotel, under the
boat trains to take charge of a baby
for a month's stay at the hotel. Last same management, is at Bognor, Suss'
run from London.
month one young American matron sex, a
left her baby at the hotel and rush- Bognor is not far from that fashionBrighton.
The
resort,
gay
ed off to have a
time in Paris able seaside
But three days seaside resort has Us own private
with her husband.
later she found she could not get sand beach, its own bathing pavilion
along without the infant.
A long and playhouse. There la accommodacable of instructions came from tion for seven guests and four nurses.
Paris, and half an hour later his The Inclusive chargea are from $7 to
majesty the baby, in charge of two $10.50 per week.
nurses, was en route to France. That
It has solved a great problem for
night the baby was safely delivered wealthy mothers In England, has this
to its mother and the nurses return- babies' hotel. There are nurseries of
In London
ed to the hotel.
sorts and creches
In the basement of the hotel is for the poor, but this Is the first
English thing of the sort for the rich.
ltuated the
-

EVENING

OCXXXKXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Hotel For Babies Only
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There are brighter days to come,
Keep
lias your business gone to smash?
Cleaned you out of ready cash'.'
Come up smilin' from tii crash,
Keep
Has your day all turned to night?
Things look dark instead o' bright?
Suu'll fchine in time all right,
Keep

l)u your plans seem to go wrong?
Ate you Jeered at by the throng?
Never mind; it won't be long,

Keep

Does the trail ahead look tough?
Does the way seem long an' rough
Show you're made of nervy stuff,

Keep

Do the keen thorns pierce your feet
t
Ale voll Miuibii,,,! Itv lltow.. i.,it
Don't lose courage hope ! tweet,
:
Iveep

Forge ahead through thick an' thin,
Meet reverses with u grin,
If you've got the sand, you'll win,
Keep
E. A. B1UM3TOOL.
For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try 'haiiiberUin's
Mtomach and Li Vet TableU. Many
remai kuble cures have been effected
bv them. Price. 25 cents. H.imnlei
free. For ale by all druggists.

BECU3HM

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the pain and horror of
child-birtThe thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
to all women at the
and child. This scientific liniment is a
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dis- -

A MOTHER

i rgser2;

tj.oo per bottle.

RflGDTEfllElR'S

Book
containing valuable information free.
The &Vdfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell
good

paint from bad by Just looking
at a pot of paint. It's only after It
has been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see the
effects of poor paint. Then it U too
If you buy your paints of us
you always get good paint
the klni
that wears.
.'ate.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third ana Marquette
"OLD TtELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1171.

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrlea the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la

la the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

h.

god-sen- d

SSI?

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHULL5ALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofin

First ani Marquette

Albaqoerqce, New Mexico

3
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MAY 2. 1907.
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Special

Jaaw

Go-Ca-

Round-u-

rts

Wiil Begin Next

$2.50 and up
Go-Ca-

Cir. Ctal and Second

CERTIFICATE

COM PAHIsoV.

OP

Territory of New Mexico, office of
the secretary.
I. J. W. Reynolds, seoret.iry of t.ie
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was tiled for record In this office at nine o'clock a.
m., on the thirtieth day of April, A.
3907
I.
Articli"

of Inii-xrntii- i
if TIw V.
II. Hnirt CiintractiiiK Coinimny
IVrtilhil from Ui state
of Kansas.
(No. 11107.):
and also, that 1 have compared the
following- copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on tile, and
it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the great
eal of the territory of New Mexico,
at the city of Santa Fe, the capital,
on this 30th day of April. JH07.
J. W. KAYN'OLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico
State of Kanns, ofTice of the secretary of state.
I. C. E.
secretary of state
of the state of Kansas, do hereby certify that the following and annexed
is a true and complete copy of the
affidavit of "('. H. Sharp," filed for
record In this office February 2nd,
1P07.
In testimony whereof. I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed
my official seal.
Done at Topeka,
Kansas, this nineteenth day of April,
re

.

10 7.

A. D..

E. DENTON,
Secretary of State.
Assistant Secretary of State.
(SEAL.)
)
STATE OF KANSAS,
(sr.
County of Wyandotte.
C. H. Sharp of lawful age being
first duly sworn deposes and says,
That he is the president of the
Contracting Company, a
corporation, heretofore organized and
now existing under the laws of the
state of Kansas. That on the 31st
day of January, 1907, at a meeting
of the stockholders of said corporation, for that purpose, the name of
said corporation was by vote of its
stockholders, ihanged to that of "The
C H. Sharp Contracting Company." '
(Signed) C. H. SIIAHP.
(Subscribed and sworn to before me
1his 31st day of January, 1H07.
JOSEPHINE CAHILL.
(SEAL.)
Notary Public.
My commission expires Feb. Hth,
1 H10.
Filed for record February 2. 1907.
C. E. DENTON,
Secretary of State.
Plate of Kansas, offloe of the secretary of state.
I. J. R. Burrow, secretary of state
of the state of Kansas, do hereby certify that the following and annexed
is a true and correct copy of the
Concharter of "The Lantry-Shur- p
tracting Company," filed for record
in this office on the 29th day of
June. A. D. 1904.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed
my official seal. Done nt Topeka,
Kansas, this 17th day of July, A. U.
C.

By J. T. HOTKIN,

1905.

J. It. m'Rnow,
(SEAL.)
Secretary of State-By Hill P. Wilson,
Assistant Secretary of State.
Ijiiitry-Khar- p
!art'r of Tlie (uHiiuiiiy.
The undersigned, citizens of the
ttate of Kansas, do hereby voluntas
jly associate ourselves together for
iiif purpose ox iorrrnng a privaie corporation under the laws of the state
of Kansas, and do hereby certify.
I'lrxL
That the name of this corporation
shall be The Lantry Sharp Contracting Company.
That the purposes for which this
corporation Is formed are to construct
and maintain railways and telegraph
Jines in connection therewith: to build
and repair bridges and buildings; also
to do ballasting and In connection
therewith to own and operate stone
uuamee: the purchase, location and
iaying out of townsltes, the sale and
conveyance of the same In lots and
subdivisions, or otherwise; the purchase and sale of such land as may
be necessary In the transacting of
above business, and fflr the transaction of manufacturing, mechanical
and mercantile business.
Third.
That the place where its business
Is to be transacted is at Strong City,
Kansas and in the several states wrid
territories of the United States.
--

Sharp, Eugene Hagan. W. A. L.
Thompson and Frederick W. Freeman, who are personally known to
me to be the same persons who exe
cuted the foregoing Instrument
of
writing, and duly acknowledged the
execution of the same.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed
my notorial seal, this 27lh dav of
June, A. D. 1904.
(SEAL.)

ANNA BUCHANAN,

Notary Public

My commission expires

19HS.

June

27th,

Office of treasurer of state.
Received of J. It. Burrow,

secretary, the sum of two hundred (No.
100) dollars, he same being the charter fee for the Lantry-Shar- p
Contracting Co.
Dated this 29th day of June, A. D.
1904.
T. T. KELLY,
Treasurt r of State of Kansas.
By C. R. Rlchey.
(Filed for record In this office on
the 29th day of June, 1904.)

is

exist

to

ii

ntnety-iiin-

e

Fifth. ...
I!
TV
IV.. .. . I ..
this corporation shall be five and the
are appoint' l tor nrst y ear are:
Charles J. L. Lantry, Strung city
.

.

K.irisas.

Charles H. sharp. Lincoln, Nebras.
ka.
Kutiene Hait.in. Tokcpa. Kansas.
T. M. Broderlck, Strong
ity, KunSi.S.
Fredi-ri-i

k

Kansas.

W.

Freeman,

Topeka

sixth.
That tin- estimated value of th(
chattels,
lands, rights ant
foods,
credits owned by the corporation ii
three hundred thousand dollars.
Tln.t the amount of the capita
of this corporation shall In
three hundred thousand dollars, am
be divided into three thounam
share., of one hundred dollars each
Seventh.
That the names and residences o
(
he stc khoiders of said corporatloi
and the number of shares held t ;
a n. are as follows, towit:
i.'h.iilts J. L. Lantry, Strong City
14(s shares.
Charles II sharp, Lincoln, Nebas
-

ka.

149S

hare.

Cwoaoaoaaaoaaaaooaa
O0 ooaasoaae4saKaao
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FREEMAN

W.

County.) (.
i

Personally appeared before me, a
ro!.,ry public in and for Shaunce
(ounty.
Kansas, the above-name- d
Charles J. L. . Lantry. Charles II.

$12 00

ARRESTED FOR

SELL-

ING LOVE POTION

THREE

IM.SEK
FAILED
AMI
MARIE TOLD HER THOl RI.ES
TO THE POLICE.

Boston, Mass., May 2. Miss Marie
White, in the Joy street police station
acknowledged, blushlngly, that she
had felt a void In her heart which
only the chaste love of a man for her
could Hill. So she consulted "Professor" George Lewis, No. 311 Cambridge street.
She swore the professor sold her a
bottle of white, tasteless
liquid for 110 and told her that when
administered to him, it would win the
love of any man whom she might
fancy. He also sold her for $25 two
"lucky stones," one as big as a hen's
egg, the other the size of a robin's
egg. and Insisted they would bring
ner good rortune and make her mar
ried life entirely happy.
Miss White experimented with the
liquid.
Three doses failed to bring
the desired result, so she went to
the police, who arrested Lewis on a
charge of practicing medicine with
out a license. He pleaded that he
treated only cardiac affections, but
Judge Wentworth held him in $500
ball.
Lovesick nursemaids,
cooks and
laundresses have been adding much
to "The Professor's" Income, the
police say.
two-oun-

OF
VERDE

$25.00.
te

right."

You'll find them

here

right"

"Just

priced

"Just

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

Fine Clothing &
COVXTY

ItOXDS.

Notice is hereby given that sealed
bids will be received by the Rnard of
(.ounty Commissioners of Torrance
County, In the Territory of New Mex
ico, at the office of the Clerk of the
Board in Estancia, New Mexico, up to
twelve o clock noon, on the 3rd day of
June, 1907, for the purchase of Ten
Thousand Dollars of Court House
Honds, and Five Thousand Dollars of
Current Expense Honds, which bonds
will be payable at the office of the
County Treasurer of said County, or
at such place In the City of New York
as the officers Issuing the same may
direct, and shall be payable at the
option of the county at any time after
the expiration of twenty years from
the date thereof, and absolutely due
and payable at the end of thirty
years from said date, with interest at
the rate of five per cent per annum
payable
In the months
of July and January of each year.
Each bid must be accompanied with a
certified check, payable to the order
of the chairman of the Board of
County Commissioners of Torrance
County for the sum of two hundred
and fifty dollars, to be returned In
case the bid is not accepted or in case
the bidder1 shall take and pny for said
bonds If his bid Is accepted, and the
Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids.
By order of the Board of County
Commissioners of Torrance County.
CAN DIDO PADILLA.
Clerk of Said Board.
semi-annual-

S200 REWARD.
Don't Tay Alimony.
to be divorced from your appendix.
It offered for the capture of Am
There will be no occasion for it if
you keep your bowels regular with tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Bene
Crime was com
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their ac- detto Berardlnelll.
tion Is so gentle that the appendix mltted In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25c Try them.

W. L. TRIMBLE

CO.

&

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Thos. F. Keletier
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square) Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.

ruary

4.

C. A. and C. GRANDE.

KILLtke
CURE

and

WITH

INTERESTS MINERS

60c $1.60
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Quickest
Cur for all
Surest and
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
OUGNSasJ

MOTT'S

urn
TOM

Evory7caan

ana wooia Know
Huvmwa
ftboat the woudttffal

..

Jerome, Ariz.. May 1. The coming
kMARVELWhirlinaSpray
Investigation of the earnings of the
Tt Dew T
JMt M on conYCD-Cnlted Verde Copper company by the
supreme court of Texas Is arousing
keen interest among local mining AtB
toot drturiMvt fnr
men and capitalists.
Rumors rhive
Urn cannot ftuppiy ti
long1 been current to the effect that It
LajiiD for
tor htil
this company has for years been pay- nil
aiVfi.
H
book
ing Its stockholders 200 per cent an- llltutrmtfd
full liartlrGlgfi ami dlrnrtlont In- fa
MANY IX CO.
Vftluattlw
larilMnually, but until now it has never
been possible to ascertain the exact
facts in the matter. It goes without
saying that a Judicial confirmation
MEN AMD WOMEN.
of these rumors would tend to a det)m BtftiforoonaHral
diichargaa,
animations,
cided enchancement In the value of Mg
V. fj IrritatkoDt tan1
klbl
or ulceration
IIHIUIM.
the new copper properties ImmedimnjbrauM.
of
meoai
ately adjoining
the United Verde,
and n nt ulna.
Pi n
lTMEMIISCMflllCAlCO.
such as the Verde Grande and the
(ant or poiKinooa.
North Verde, where active developold hj Dranuu,
ment work Is now going forward.
V B.S.. 1 C or mat is plsln wrppr,
fur

Announcement

The Hollenbeck Hotel
and patronage

Is

appreciated.

Courtesy

and

attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
betu-- than ever. Location convenient ami desirable.
I'pot and beach line cars top at the Hollenbeck door.
r

ANN

BY

4k BOM.

LOANS.

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst vrill In
rmm
future have charge of the mechanical
INSURANCE AsfloCH).
department and attend to the Instal
Secretary Mutual Building
lation of all plumbing and heating Uon. Office at 217 West Bsllr !
work entrusted to this company.

A. E. WALKER,

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

W. E.

MAUGEB

WOOL

with Raube and Mauser
Office, IIS North First BC
ALBCQLERQUE, S. It,

The.
"SHORT

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., arid

TOTI A ORAO I
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Baft
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors- and Cigars. Place your orders tot
this line vlth n?.
NORTH THIRD BT.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL EXIEXWORT.
Masonic Building. North Third Btras
All Kinds of

DENVER

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

Los Angeles, California

lAiB

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldlnj

the

A. C. P.I Lit HE anil JOHN S. MITCHELL invite their friends to muke
New .Mexico headquarter' at

sanw and omit nloni.lncrcaB tutoT
and iianith " ttni o( mtnutrua
t(n.M Tljy am 1,1 Ito Haver
toyirlnvt womanhood, aiiimg
vrlcpnient of oriran and body.
known rem y for women
n
Vi tlim. I'annot do harm llfv
hy
h mnll. Sold
wiitttrl'
K0TTCHEKI0AL4X)iWtlaa4,fX

'

I

Circular Mot so. rwtUMt.

PILLS

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

-

Subscribe for The tSrenlng Citizen

PENNYROYAL

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB

Y

tr1.00.HDrm.
lriaid.
or 1 bottle S2.7S.

Prftt

0NSUMPTI0N

408 W0tt Railroad Avtooa

at Last.
Why that Chamber-

Im-

Dr. King's

JAP-A-LA- C.

EUREKA!

Found what?
lain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since using this
salve In December, 1905, the itching
has Btopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For sale by all druggists.

cough
LUNGS

tm

Nov Discovery

Yes, I Have Found It

We do it right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Tour friendship

to

furnishings.
We've a complete lir.e of
The "little things" that nil good dressers want "Just

ls,

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. HOOPER,
General Pamenger M Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTART PUBLIC.
12
and 14 from well Biota,
Rooms
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.
GWo til jcur BOUGH DRY WW,
Monday, acd get it back Wednsada
Imperial Laundry Co.

!0K00

(OKtVtOtOiOtOtOIOtOtOtOt o

B
W
i

ARAB

t

Tlk

The Belen Town and Im

BECKER,

Pies:

WM. M. BERGER,

B
B

fl

fl

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAJX LINE THROCGH TO BELFN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND feOCTH.

fl

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRATED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

fl

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
MONEY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

provement Co.
MH

fl

Kaoaoacaaaaoa
Koaaoaaaaac
A Railway Center

S,

G

B

B

COME

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE STSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25H0
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. L GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST-IN116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
BELEN
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

fcub-crib-

FREDERICK

o

Its Location

m

1

STATE OF KANSAS,

'

B

H
V

T. M.

W. A. L. THOMPSON'.

h lew go
MADE CI.OTinNG.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garment!.
VNION

u

hares.

Broderick, Strong City, Kan
share.
W. Fi reman, Top ka
Frederick
Xansa. 1 share.
we
hav
In ttsiimony whereof.
i ereiinto
our names, ill.
:7th dav of June, A. D. 19n4.
CHARLES J. L. LANTRY,
CHARLES H. SHARP.
Kl'UKNE HAG AN.

Kohn Brothers

AnnnnnnunuuMnnnnnnnnuunnnMnnnnMnnunnuunnuuuunuuutiununn n

Lupine Haan, Topeka, Kansas,

s;.s.

01

H
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poration

Sunday-W- ill

year's time to complete the shipment.
They will be unloaded at Tempe,
where there Is 200, (too acres of pasture, In alfalfa, with plenty of water.
We have bought a lot of cattle In th.?
past few months, but one seldom
comes across a finer bunch than
those we are now driving to El Taso.
We expect to put from 3ot to 400
pounds on these cattle before sending them into Los Angeles markets."
Mr. Fleck has been grading up his
herds for years until at the present
time they rank with the best in this
section of the country.
This has required time, patience
and the expenditure of considerable
money. He is constantly adding to
his water supply.
Reservoirs are
constructed and wells sunk. The reservoirs at the mouths of ihe canyons
catch the flood waters.
From
gasoline engines are used to
pump the water.
Within the past few years more
work has been done along this line
than for a great number of years
previous.
Then the Improvement
made in the grade of the calllv themNew Mexico.
Van
Mr.
cattle,"
selves
said
has
been
"Fleck's
marked.
They are
They are large framed beef cattle, which bring
Riter, "are In fine shape.
shipped from El Pnso to Los Ange- the finest prices at the packing
les, to feed In transit, and we get a houses.

y.

Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and rad car
fully what we have to fay.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer fult hfre's your chance.
A complete line of garments that for ttyle,
nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities
r
unexcelled; manufactured by

Sunday-Shippi- ng

W. N. Fleck will load 400 head of
cattle Into cars nt El Paso next Sunday or Monday right for shipment to
Orogrande
Tetirpe, Ariz., says the
Times.
The work of rounding up these cattle commenced last Sunday, with the
stipulation that they should be in El
Paso for loading in Southern Pacific
cars at the time mentioned.
The work started up at about the
post, the men working down,
driving the bunch south along the
line of wells and water holes that arc
located at convenient points all the
way from the tap at the 56 mile post
to the Rio Grande.
The deal for the cattle was arranged very quickly, and F. A. Van Riter,
who was formerly station ngeiu at
this point, came over to conclude the
negotiations
cattle.
and see the
Everything was satisfactory, the deal
Saturday
was closed
afternoon and
the work of starting the cattle south
commenced at once.
The grade of the cattle purchased,
Mr. Van Rlter states. Is the best In

KXDOHSEl):
No. 4 907, Cor. Ree d. Vol. 5, Page
464. Foreign.
CREDIT
SYSTEM
(Aim-laiTin- I'. II. Sharp Contracting
I'nder the laws of Kansas.
IN MARRIAGE AFFAIRS
Certlfiisl Copy of Charter.
Filed in office of secretary of New
Mtxico, April 30. 1907, 9 a. m.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
(.ROOM FORGETS TO SETTLE FOR
Secretary.
MtKNSK OK WITH THE
Comp'd O. to M.
PREACHER.
CERTIFICATE
OF COM I'AKISOX.
territory of New Mexico, o..ioe of
Kansas City. Mo., May 1. "I would
tne secretary.
hate to hang up a sign 'Marriage licI, J. W. Reynolds, secretary of the enses
strlctlv cash,' but 1 am afraid
errltory of New Mexico, do hereby
to."
certify that there was tiled for rec- I'llA have
couple
had Just left the office of
ord In this office at nine, o'clock a. Van H. Prat
her, probate Judge of
m., on the thirtieth day of April, A. Wyandotte county,
as he addressed
D. 1907
remarks to his clerk.
Certificate Designating Agent Ami these
marriage?"
asked
credit
"Another
l'riiH-im- l
rincv of Itusliicss in
the clerk.
New .Mexico of The C. II.
"Yes, bridegroom short of funds
Sharp Contracting
and I hated to see the girl disapCompany.
so I tied them up, reckon I
pointed,
(No. 4MOH.1:
was foolish to do It, too," answered
and also, that I have compared the the judge.
loiiowtng copy or the same, with the
people
"It beats all, how many money
original thereof now on file, and de- come
and have not the
clare it to be a correct transcript to payhere
ago
long
the license. Not
therefrom and of the whole thereof. a man for
got
license on credit and
(liven under my hand and the ereat three weeks aafter
preacher
when
seal of the territory of New Mexico. returned the marriage the
certificate, I
at the city of Santa Fe. the capital, found
on
was
married
man
also
the
on mis auin aay or April, 1907.
credit. We are both waiting yet for
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
the man to settle.
Secretary of New Mexico
RAILROAD XOTES.
The C. H. Sharp Contracting Com
pany, a corporation foreign to the
Passenger
train No. 10 was pulled
territory of New Mexico and organiz
by a large
ed under the laws of the state of to Las Vegas this morning
929, on acKansas, does hereby, pursuant to the freight locomotive, No. passenger
en
provisions of Chapter 79. of the Ses count of the regular
sion Laws of New Mexico of 1905. gines being held to pull the Shriner
to
Wlnslow.
make the following statement and specials
designation:
1. That the total amount of the SANTA FE RATMtOAR
TO MAKE IMPROVEMENTS
capital stock said company is authoNew York, May 2. It was reported
rized to Issue is S300.000.00, and the
on reliable authority that arrangeamount actually issued is
ments were completed today by which
2. That the character of the busi
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railness which the said company Is to road will secure $25,000,000 to cover
transact in the territory of New Mex Immediate necessary outlays. It has
ico is General Railroad Construction. not yet been learned on what form
and as provided in its certificate of of obligation the money will be adincorporation, a certified copy of vanced.
which is herewith tiled.
3. That the principal office In the
STRIKE IS
territory of New Mexico of the un- ItrMOK THAT
IMMINENT ON CENTRAL
dersigned corporation U the office of
El Paso, May 2. A report gained
The Corporation,
Organization and circulation
here yesterday that the
Management Company, located at No. yard,
switch and station men on the
117 West Gold avenue, Albuquerque,
were preparing to go
Central
Mexican
New Mexico, and the aforesaid com- out on a strike. There
been much
pany, a corporation Incorporated un dissatisfaction among has
the Mexican
der the laws of the territory of New employes of the road on
account
of
Mexico IS hereby designated as the
scale of wages now In effect, and
agent therein in charge thereof, and the
be
supposed
reported strike Is
to
upon whom process
against this the
for an Increase In wages.
corporation raay be served.
in testimony whereof the said cor
poration has caused its corporate seal SAMUEL ADSIT TAKES
CILVRGK OF VIRGINIA.
to be hereto affixed, and these pres
Norfolk, Va May 2. Samuel M.
ents to be signed by its president and
attested by Ms seewtarv, the 30th Adsit, general freight and passenger
agent of the St. Joseph & Grand Isday of March. A. D. 1907.
THE C. H. SHARP CONTRACTING land railroad, who has accepted the
newly created position of general
COMPANY.
freight and passenger agent of the
By C. H. SHARP. President.
Vinglnla railway at Norfolk, arrived
Attest: WRIGHT SMITH,
Secretary.
(Corporate Seal) here yesterday and took charge of
his new position. He is about forty
years of age, and began railroad work
rsiHHtsim?
years ago
No. 490?, Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5, Page as a clerk, twenty-seve- n
with the St. Joseph & Grand Island.
44. Foreign.
on
TIM
opened
the first of
C. II. Sharp Contracting Com- - Springfield line
the rnvnth.
inv.
STATEMENT As REQUIRED OF
Piles get quick and certain relief
Designating agent and place of from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment.
uusinesK
Please note it is made alone for Piles,
Filed in office of secretary of New and its action is positive and certain.
Mexico, April 30, 197, 9 a. m.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
piles disappear like magic by its use.
Secretary.
glass Jars DOc.
Large nickel-cappe- d
Comp'.l O. to f.
Sold by tUl dealers.
-

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

be Grazed at Tempe, Arizona.

Heywood - Wiikefleld and
Fulton
Make
happy children. Don't fall
to see the $2.50 cart.
W.V. Frutrelle Furniture Co

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Begun Last

p

i

Just a Word

CAM

HEAD OF RANGE

Tired
Folding

paok BBmat.

400

W. N. FLECK SELLS

Rubber

CITIZEN.

8

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec y
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Fleming, of Window, stopped
Albuquerque last nlglit.
Sanchez, a resident of ValenIn the rlty. visiting
cia county.
friends.
l
Hughes, territorial treasurer,
with offices at Santa Fe Is In the
city.
W. H. Dickin, of Gallup, arrived
In the city list njglit on a business
trip.
C. F. Spndi-r- .
county commissioner
of Sandoval county, arrived here last
night.
Prof. C V.. Hodgin, of the university, entertained the Ten linns last
evening.
F. E. Harcourt and J. O. Fleck, two
business men of Ottawa, Kansas, are
In the city today.
Chas. Helnken, of the John
of Belen, was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned home
last night from a business trip to
Santa Fe.
Prof. W. 11 Decker, of the Gallup
public schools, was a visitor In the
metropolis yesterday.
A. W. McDermint. a traveling man
I mm Pueblo, Colo., stopped
over here
last night on a little business trip.
George F. Arnold, of Chicago, Is In
the city, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Kelley, Las Vegas manager for
Cross, Kelley & Co.
C. J. Spellmler, manager
of th?
company,
of
Mabbett
Mercantile
Wlnslow, and Mrs. Spellmler, are In
the city visiting friends.
A. B. Bonham. S. B. Brown, J. E.
Damm, A. E. Manuel, J. H. Styker
and W. J. Beasley, of Raton, were In
Albuquerque last night.
M. H. Whitson. auditor for Swift
& Co., hendquarters at Chicago, arrived In the city last night and Is
a guest of Mr. Comstock, the local
agent.
H. W. Kelly, manager for Gross.
Kelly & Co., of Las Vegas, arrived
here last night to look after some of
his local Interest, and to assist the
local Shrlners In making the visitors
welcome.
To handle the Shriner specials the
Santa Fe has brought here a number
of train crews from the coast division at Wlnslow. Among them are the
crews of Conductors Cain, Plnney,
Mulholland and Durea.
Rev. John W. Barren, erstwhile
pastor of the Congregational church,
expects to leave this evening on an
exte.ided Journey east. Rev. Barron
will make his headquarters at Ottawa. 111., while absent from Xew MexC. M.
iii
1'. I.

AM
ERICH
Headquarters for Coffee

Our Leaders The Celebrated RichelieujjCoffees
per lb.

lie

I
I

b.
lb

tins, 86e.
.tins, 11.00.

Capitol Coffee
I lb.
--

bucket,

Golden Gate coffee- - lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In Uie city. Try

premium,

with

1-

$1.00.

2-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceries, Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion
622-62-

1

Grocery Go.

MATTETJCCT BROS.
W. Tijcras Are.
Phone

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W.R.R. Ave.

321-32-

3

IL

m--

GO.

Tinners

the
most
complete
in the city

Coolers

;

j

gS
"j
sj

v

'

'

Cream
Freezers

fv

Jil"-1-

Moun--

i

Daven- -

I

ttsssJ
j

1

White

ifeilwi

erators

Water

Savin

,

Kf)fei!

Refrig-

is

-

Water

"

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

ram
Dlmed,
yomr

trad

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

WatckM, Jewelry, Cit Olsas, Clocks.
and guaraste A SQUARE DEAL.

8llerwra

We

,

ico.

Sheriff Harry Coddington, of
county, with offices at Gallup,
arrived In the city last night on a
business trip. He was accompanied
by Gregory Page, proprietor of the
Page Hotel, Gallup, and O. N. Bealey.
also a resident of Gallup.
"Oh, papa, buy me some of those
peanutty things!' 'exclaimed a little
daughter of a Shiiner of
the Pittsburg delegation, when she
spied a squaw at the station with ti
stock of plnon nuts for sale.
The
plnon nut Is distinctly a product of
the west.
of
The regular communication
Temple lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M.,
will not be held this evening, on account of the reception to the Shrln-pv- i.
All brothers are requested to be
By or.
at the station to meet trains.
der of the worth master. J. C. Fer-ge- r,
secretary.
J. G. Gatcomb, of Lexington, Ky.,
who has been wintering a string of
harness horses in Los Angeles, will
rest his stock a day or two at Trimble's livery stable In Albuquerque, before proceeding to the grand circuit.
are trotters and
Gatcomb's racers
pacers. He Is taking the horses
through by express.
"Say. all this talk of Harry K.
Thaw being troubled with "dementia
Americana," should be changed to
'tralna Americana,' " said Depot
Continuing,
Master Felds last night.
he said: "All I have seen or heard
during
talked about
the last two
days is trains, special trains, freight
trains, and trains.
In fact, I will be
dreaming of them, and seeing them
In my sleep, if this string of trains
keeps on coming."
At the home of the bride's parents,
at 716 South Arno street, George D.
Hammond and Miss Edna Manning
were united in matrimony. A brother
of the groom. Rev. H. B. Hammond
performed the ceremony.
Only a
small company of .'tt'ves of the
young couple were Invited to the
wedding.
Mr. Hamv.'ond Is a well
known carpenter In Albuquerque and
the bride has lived here the greater
part of her life. The happy pair will
shortly occupy a new home uu Xorth
High street.
ld

Alaska Refrigerators
SOur
Line of

I

NATIONAL

BANK

OFF1CEKS GO IX JAIL,
Chicago, May 2. Charles S. Thorn.
ton and William W. Baker, formerly
teller and bookkeeper, respectively,
in the Hamilton National bank of this
city, today pleaded guilty to embez
zlement of 11,000 from the bank.
Thornton was sentenced to five years
In the government prison at Fort
Leavenworth, and Baker to five yeara
in the house of correction.

turtle

fok SALE
SOME Mom:
DIKT
CHEAP
DIKT
SPRINGEK TKAN.sFEK CO.
an

Spring Underwear $ 1 .00 to $6,00 a Suit

Kidnapped by Showman. Little James Ewart Is Kept
Away From Home a Year.
Pittsburg. May i. After a mysterious absence of a year, the greater
part of which time he has been held
a prisoner on a farm several miles

south of PItcairn. James Ewart, the
son of Policeman Ren wick g
jj
Ewart. was restored to his parents
last week. The parents were
jj
The story of a circus man spiriting
the lad away from his home was told
February 15, at which time a systematic search was begun for him. 8
f circulars
Thousands
were sent
broadcast throughout the country.
Late at night the boy was picked
up by the McKeesport police.
He
told a sad story of abuse at the hands jj
f a farmer, who had not permitted
him to communicate with the outside
world nor even to read a newspaper.
Policeman Ewart was notified, and
he went to McKeesport.
At the
Kwart home, at Perm avenue and
Fisk street. there was no sleep
throughout the night.
It was late when Policeman Ewart
returned with his son. James missed
his younger sister, who has died since
he was away.
Young Ewart was spirited away by
a showman last April.
His father
frequently followed the circus disHERMAN ZWEIGART
guised as a tramp in the hope of
finding the boy. but each trip failed
PROPRIETOR
8
All that time the boy, according to 8
held In
his story, was practically
bondage.
H Arno & Coal
Phone 185 8
Just as the father had about given
up in despair and Mrs. Ewart's condi
tion had become serious as the result rxooocxooooooooooooooooooo
if the boy's continued absence, word
was, received that he had been found.
over-Joye-

PS

Look in Our Windows

1

Those are ready-to-weclothes.
Look closely. They fit with style that is uncommon. That is not there by accident They will
fit you the same way. We can prove it. Come
in and try on and ask how much. A pleasure.
ar

A fine line of Boys' Suits
Youths Suits

$3.00 to $7.50
$8.00 to $18.00

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second

:

VS

If you are in need of

immm
AMf0::

Spring Lamb

I

FUNNY

POSTAL

COST

I

O)

AA

Hart Schatfher

DON'T MMtGET
Til T THE
I M lOKTANT
1H TV
YOU
HAVE TO PF.lt FOUM THIS MONTH
IS TO VOTE FOK A 111 IM) ISSt'K
EOlt THAT NEW CITY' II ALL. THE
FLECTION WILL HE HELD MAV
4TII.
c
WANTED Position as Job compositor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family.
ould
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. state salary when writing.

fin? I

make and we can save
you $2o.oo or more on
a suit.

1907 by
if Mux

m

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Coppw Ave., Tel. 74

I Refrigerators,

Gat den Hose, Garden Tools

WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

SS3S

0

0
o

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and
Not Made by the Trust

von: nm the hond issit.

FOK A NEW CITY II ALL AND
HELP MAKE ALIH'gi EKQCE A
GMD PLACE TO l,IF. IN.

Jli
AVE,

mom

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlet
.

,

Trsnsaottoa

Cuaraotooo

ROSESFIEIO'S.

IIBW. R.R. An.

0o
O

Lightest Running. Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

o

FULLY WARRANTED

O

O

Write

mouth rirut rrc
it a.40I,its,403.ttr.North
rirat trm0t

Prices
Albuquerque,

New,

Mexico

MOST

FILLING 1HKT
FOIt FILLING.
SPUING Fit TKANSFF.ll CO.

o

Harvesting Machinery

i-

THAT IS THE DATE OF
THE SPECIAL FLECTION IN THIS
MTV foii
lONl ISSI F VOU A
NEW CITY HALL. UEMEMItEU
THE DATE!
Our UOl'GH PUT work don's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laun
dry Co.

I

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

115-11- 7

MAV 4

JZM

suit it is not necessary
for vou to rro to a
taiIor shop' they are

O

.A

K&

2.
Roy
Kansas City, Mo.. May
Mitchell, a young photographer
of
Liberty, Mo., sent a fancy postcard
to a man he did not like. The post
card contained a picture of a hog,
and lines printed thereon were designed to make the picture applicable
to the addressee.
The young man
was Indicted by the federal
grand
Jury.
He pleaded guilty to mailing
L
the card in the nlted States district
court this morning, but offered as a
defense that the imputation contained
on the card could be proved.
Here is a striking illustration of
of
the popular misconception
the
statute," said Judge Philips.. "It
seems to be the popular Idea that If
tue matter contained on a postal card
Is true then there is no offense. The
statute Is on a higher plane than
It contemplates that postal
that.
cards shall not be used for the grat
ification of spite or contain any matter of a scurrilous nature. Every
clerk and employee about the postof- nce might read such cards and if
there were women clerks they would
be dead sure to read them.
The court said the card might have
been sent under cover of an envelope
without violation of any law.
"The next time iJheu you desire to
express your opinion of a man put it
In an envelope,
said the Judge to
Mitchell.
A tine of $23 and costs was im
posed. The costs win run the amount
up to $50 or JtiO. Mitchell said to the
court that he Is a graduate of W il
liani Jewell college.
The spcclul election for a iHtml Is
sue to erect a new city hall - to he
held oil Mil) 4. Kvery patriotic voter
111
tlio city 01 Albuquerque who lias
the intcrcMt of the city at heart,
should not fall to turn out and get
to the Mlls early. Ai.lU'Ol'KKQt K
NF.EIIS A CITY HALL AM) NKKOS
II ItAOLV. It is up to you, Mr.
irter!
o
WANTED Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good terri
tory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewitt & Prewitt, Managers, Commercial Club building.

1

a Full Dress or Tuxedo

I

CARD

Federal Grand Jury Finds
True Bill on Hog Picture
Evidence.

Sir

Copyright

MISSOURI

GOLD)

1
a

Ready here for you,
wool, correct in
style and fit.
all

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

d.

ItHt SALE CHEAP

119 West Cold

Any man who wears
one of our Hart Schaff-ne- r
& Marx Tuxedo or
full dress suits will get
that kind of a verdict
"Perfectly Dressed."

Irf-v-

fitting qualities, never
Our shoe, on account of their
abuse the feet. They give relief: give It too without Hnerince of
style. In fact, they are a combination of comfort and beauty that
It will pay you to Investigate.
$2.00 to Sl.00
Men's Shoe
Men Oxford
1.85 to 1.00
1.75 to 5.00
Women's Shoe
1.50 to 3.50
Women's Oxford s
1.00 to 2.50
Children's Shoes and Oxfords

Packages, 25s and
1 lb. tins, 483.

Di'citrsocl

MARKET

oxer

Hecke.-company-

2nd.

Per icctlv

MEAT

Denver. Colo.. May 2. Generally
nnd Friday, except rain
northeast portion tonight.

Shoes are a Source of Woe
When They are Big it is Friction
When They are Small it is Pinching

S.

1

fiiir tonight
or snow in

By a Sure Method

0

DEAD

weathek forecast.

Cured

118-12-

TJH asDAV. MAV 2. 107.

TO

1

C. N.

THOUGHT

PERSONAL

Corns and Bunions

Ill-Fitti- ng

CI1IZEK.

EVENING

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of tha
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It It gratifying to not that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

.w

B CANNOT

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
2C

0

O

